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Abstract 
The current standard electrical downhole machine is the induction machine which 
is relatively inefficient. Permanent magnet (PM) machines, having higher 
efficiencies, higher torque densities and smaller volumes, have widely employed 
in industrial applications to replace conventional machines, but few have been 
developed for downhole applications due to the high ambient temperatures in 
deep wells and the low temperature stability of PM materials over time. Today, 
with the development of variable speed drives and the applications of high 
temperature magnet materials, it is increasingly interesting for oil and gas 
industries to develop PM machines for downhole applications.  
Recently, some PM machines applications have been presented for downhole 
applications, which are normally addressed on certain specific downhole case. In 
this thesis the focus has been put on the performance investigation of different 
PM machines for general downhole cases, in which the machine outer diameter is 
limited to be small by well size, while the machine axial length may be relatively 
long. The machine reliability is the most critical requirement while high torque 
density and high efficiency are also desirable. The purpose is to understand how 
the special constraints in downhole condition affect the performances of different 
machines.   
First of all, three basic machine concepts, which are the radial, axial and 
transverse flux machines, are studied in details by analytical method. Their torque 
density, efficiency, power factor and power capability are investigated with 
respect to the machine axial length and pole number. The presented critical 
performance comparisons of the machines provide an indication of machines best 
suitable with respect to performance and size for downhole applications. 
Conventional radial flux permanent magnet (RFPM) machines with the PMs on 
the rotor can provide high torque density and high efficiency. This type of 
machine has been suggested for several different downhole applications. Flux-
switching PM (FSPM) machines, which have the PMs located on the stator and 
are therefore more reliable, can theoretically also exhibit high torque density and 
relatively high efficiency. This thesis has put an emphasis on studying this type of 
machine. Two FSPM machines have been investigated in detail and compared by 
analytical method, FEM simulation and prototype measuremens. Their operating 
principle and important design parameters are also presented. 
A lumped parameter magnetic circuit model for designing a high-torque FSPM 
machine is newly introduced and the designed machine is verified by FEM 
simulations. A prototype machine with an outer diameter of 100 mm and an axial 
length of 200 mm is built in the laboratory and tested at room temperature. Based 
on that, the machine performance at an ambient temperature of 150°C is also 
predicted. The results show that the FSPM machine can provide a high torque 
density with slight compromise of efficiency and power factor.  
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Choosing a proper machine type is significantly dependent on the application 
specifications. The presented results in this thesis can be used as a reference for 
selecting the best machine type for a specific downhole case.  
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1. Introduction 
Energy is the driving force of the global economy. Fig. 1-1 shows the predicted 
energy requirement from different resources to ensure the development of the 
global economy from now to 2030[7].  As can be seen from the figure, oil and gas 
still remain the most important source in the coming decades since the 
development of renewable resources is not progressing as fast as anticipated. It 
also takes time for the transfer of the knowledge and experience combined with 
the industrial capability. The World Energy Technology and climate policy 
Outlook (WETO2030) projects that world oil production will increase by 65% 
and gas production will double in 2030 referring to the production in 2000. The 
situation today is that the total oil production from currently producing fields in 
the world is declining as shown in the blue area in Fig. 1-2, in which the grey area 
represents the oil that should be further developed to ensure security of energy 
supply.  How to find and develop the required oil to ensure security of energy 
supply is a challenge for oil and gas industries today. 
 
 
 Fig. 1-1 Predicted energy requirement from different energy sources [7] 
 
 
Fig. 1-2 Oil and gas production from current fields and to be developed [7] 
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1.1 Main sources for more oil and gas 
The majority of the increased production of oil and gas in coming decades is from 
the following two sources [8] [10].   
1.1.1 Getting more from “mature fields” in production 
These “mature fields” today account for over 70% of the worldwide oil and gas 
production. The production is gradually declining and the fields will be shut down 
prematurely if technologies for improving recovery and cost effective operation 
and maintenance are not put in place. It should be noted that on the worldwide 
basis a 1% improved recovery provides approximately two-year energy 
consumption. It is expected that innovative and cost effective technologies should 
be developed to substantially increase the rate of recovery from today’s average 
of 35% to over 50% for oil and 75% for gas, optimize the efficiency of operation 
and maintenance while minimizing the environmental impact.  
1.1.2 Exploitation of deep and ultra deep offshore reservoirs  
A study made by Institut Français du Pétrole (IFP) concluded that 40% of the 
offshore oil & gas would come from water depths up to 500 m, 20% between 500 
and 1500 m and 40% from 1500 to 3000 m. Until 2000, a mere 2% of prospective 
resources had been explored in deep and ultra deep waters. The global oil and gas 
hunt for new oil and gas resources is leading us into ever deeper waters and 
harsher environments. The accelerating trend of the deep reservoirs exploitation is 
shown in Fig. 1-3. 
 
 
Fig. 1-3 Deep oil and gas development [8] 
How to exploit more oil and gas resources in the deepwater and develop them in a 
safe, efficient and more environmentally friendly way is a challenge. The cost of 
traditionally fixed or floating facilities for processing, which are today widely 
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used, increases significantly because the platforms are very expensive to build 
and install, and for the fixed platforms demounting also costs hundreds of 
millions dollars afterwards. With the conventional technologies many deepwater 
fields may therefore be uneconomical to develop. Downhole processing, by 
moving the processing from topside or onshore to downhole can not only 
eliminate the top platforms or partly reduce the top area, but also generally 
improve production, ultimate recovery and processing efficiency whilst 
decreasing environmental impact [8]. 
With the increase of the seawater depth, the downhole temperature and pressure 
increase. To help identifying high pressure and high temperature (HPHT) 
operating environments, safe operating envelopes and technology gaps, HPHT 
conditions are segmented into 3 tiers defined by reservoir temperatures and 
pressures as shown in Fig. 1-4. Most HPHT operations to date have taken place 
under tier I conditions, pressures up to 15,000 psi (1034 bar) and temperatures up 
to 350°F (177°C). Many upcoming HPHT deepwater gas/oil wells fall into the 
tier II, so called ultra HPHT with reservoir pressures up to 20,000 psi (1379 bar) 
and/or temperatures up to 400°F (203°C) and several deep gas reservoirs, for 
instance on North American land and on the Gulf of Mexico shelf, fall into tier 
III, extreme HPHT with reservoir pressures up to 30,000 psi (2068 bar) and/or 
temperatures up to 500°F (260°C) [24]. 
 
 
Fig. 1-4 HPHT operations segmented into tiers defined by reservoir temperatures and pressures [24] 
1.2 Electrification of downhole applications and Challenges 
Electrification of downhole applications has proven to be promising for 
improving the oil recovery more safely, economically and environmentally 
friendly, particularly for deepwater offshore wells. However, there are still some 
challenges associated with the technology due to the harsh HPHT condition, as 
follows: 
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Power transmission: How to effectively transmit sufficient power downhole for 
electrical motors in deep water via a small cross-sectional area is still a challenge. 
However, by integrating electrical conductors into the tubing, over 200 kW has 
been successfully transferred over a length of 3.6 km to a downhole electric 
device. With additional moderate water-cooling conditions, this power can be 
doubled.  
Power electronics: Traditional power electronic design is not sufficient facing HP 
environment in deep water and possibly high ambient temperatures in downhole 
bottoms. Today electronics in downhole applications works reliably to about 
135°C  and function up to around 180°C with an exponential failure rate above 
135°C [13]. Currently, downhole motors are usually driven from either onshore or 
from topside. Newly developed high temperature semiconductor devices can 
withstand high temperature up to 210°C [122], which makes it possible to drive 
the motor downhole. One goal of the ongoing research performed by Corac, 
Dynex and Nottingham University is to develop a complete drive and inverter 
module that will initially deliver 250 kW of motor drive power in downhole at the 
ambient temperature of 105°C [18].  
Electrical machine:  The current standard electrical downhole machine is the 
induction machine which is relatively inefficient. And the inherent weakness of 
low starting torque and high starting current limits induction machine to low-
torque, high-speed applications. In applications where high torque is required, a 
mechanical gear is normally added to match the torque, this not only further 
decrease the system efficiency, also degrades the system reliability. Permanent 
magnet (PM) machines having higher efficiencies, higher torque densities and 
smaller volumes, are widely employed in industrial applications to replace 
conventional machines, but few have been developed for downhole applications 
due to the high ambient temperatures in deep wells and the low temperature 
stability of PM materials over time. Today, with the development of advanced 
technologies and applications of high temperature magnets, it is increasingly 
interesting for oil and gas industries to develop PM machines for downhole 
applications. 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
 The objective of the thesis is to investigate different PM machine concepts for 
downhole applications based upon currently available materials and technologies. 
A brief outline of the chapters is provided below: 
Chapter 2 presents the electrical machine in downhole applications and their 
advantages.  
Chapter 3 reviews the state-of-art about electrical downhole machine and 
materials. PM machine is likely to become the trend for downhole applications. 
Chapter 4 compares conventional radial flux, axial flux and transverse flux PM 
machines for downhole applications based on analytical approach. Their output 
torque, torque density, efficiency and power factor are provided as function of the 
machine axial length and pole numbers. 
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Chapter 5 studies various topologies of stator PM and rotor PM machines and 
their characteristics. 
Chapter 6 describes two flux-switching (FS) PM machines, called 12/10 and 
12/14 pole FSPM machine, with the same stator and winding design, but different 
rotor pole numbers. Their operation principle has firstly been presented 
theoretically. Then their output torque, cogging torque, torque ripple, machine 
inductance and efficiency are studied based on both FEM simulations and 
prototype measurements. 
Chapter 7 newly introduces a simplified lumped parameter magnetic circuit 
model for analytically designing a high-torque FSPM machine. The design 
procedure of how to find out the optimal design parameters is also presented. 
FEM simulations are carried out to verify the results. 
Chapter 8 investigates the machine performance at a high temperature based on 
FEM simulations. The thermal behavior and de-magnetization field are also 
studied.  
Chapter 9 provides the details about the machine prototype. Both FEM simulation 
and measurement are performed to investigate its characteristics.  
Chapter 10 gives the conclusion and some suggestions about future work.  
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2. Electrification of downhole applications 
Currently downhole applications are generally powered by four types of system 
from topside: mechanical rod connection, pressurized gas, hydraulic power and 
electrical power systems. This chapter reviews some of the currently available or 
emerging downhole applications with electrical power system, in which an 
electrical machine is used instead of the machines driven by other sources. Most 
of the applications are employed in onshore wells, few in offshore wells. The 
main reason behind this is the extremely high cost of replacement in failure for 
offshore applications. The main content in this chapter has been presented in [1]. 
2.1 Operating Subsurface Valve (SSV) 
Fig. 2-1illustrates currently available hydraulic and electro-hydraulic SSVs as 
well as emerging electric cabled SSVs and future cable free electric SSVs. 
The hydraulic SSV systems require two hydraulic power lines for each valve and 
an instrument cable for the gauges and flow meter. Benefits of this approach are 
simple valve designs and well proven technology. The main disadvantage is the 
slow response time for long hydraulic lines. To overcome the drawbacks, an 
electro-hydraulic system uses electrical signals to operate solenoids that control 
the delivery of signal pressures to shuttle control valves, which in turn release 
hydraulic power to activate the tool functions. This system increases the 
reliability, shortens the response time and reduces the vast number of lines 
required in purely hydraulic systems. But both hydraulic and electro-hydraulic 
SSV systems need a hydraulic power unit (HPU), comprising of a low-pressure 
fluid storage reservoir to store control fluid, a high-pressure pump and a high-
pressure storage reservoir (accumulator). The HPU needs a relatively large top 
space that is a critical issue for offshore applications. Moreover, the hydraulic 
lines leading from the surface to control values not only frequently cause failure 
by high fluid leakage rate, but also result in high cost to build up.  
In the emerging electric cabled SSVs and cable free electric SSVs (Tubing is used 
to transmit signals and power) shown in  Fig. 2-1 c and d, the valves are directly 
driven by high torque electrical motors, the response speeds are therefore faster 
and large volume on the  topside occupied by the HPU is released. A valve 
prototype of a 50W motor driving one-inch variable orifice valve has been 
presented in [9]. 
Advantages of electric SSVs: 
 No mechanical force, tension or compression required in the tubing to 
operate valve. 
 Valve can be changed to any position at any time regardless of the 
pressure in the tubing or wellbore or whether the tubing is in tension 
or compression. 
 Fast response and less transmission lines. 
 More efficient systems and easier maintenance.  
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 More environment-friendly. 
 
Fig. 2-1  Different SSV technologies [9] 
2.2 Driving Rod Pumps and Progressing Cavity Pumps 
It has long been recognized that production of oil by means of sucker rod pumps 
or progressing cavity pumps (PCPs) driven by a motor at the surface via a long 
flexible rod system is very inefficient. Not only are the pumps and the rod 
connecting the downhole pump very expensive, the rod also usually rubs against 
the tubing in a number of places and therefore often breaks since most wells are 
not really "straight". By respectively using downhole linear electrical motors to 
drive rod pumps or rotation electrical motor to drive PCPs, the abovementioned 
drawbacks can easily be overcome. The electrically bottom-driven pumps not 
only eliminate the rod break problem and significantly reduce the tubing wear, 
but also increase the production by eliminating the couplings, centralizers and rod 
strings required in surface-driven pumps [11]. Fig. 2-2 shows a simulation 
comparison between the tubing flow losses for an electrical submersible PCP, 
where an electrical downhole machine is employed to drive the PCP, and a rod-
driven PCP.  
 
Fig. 2-2 Tubing flow losses [11] 
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2.3 Driving Electrical Submersible Pumps (ESPs) 
ESP system, consisting of an electrical motor and a centrifugal pump, can be 
flexibly located in vertical, deviated even horizontal wells. Due to the robustness, 
flexibility and reliability, it has been widely installed for artificial lift and 
downhole oil / water separation (DOWS).  
Fig. 2-3 gives the typical application ranges of the five most prevalent artificial 
lifts: rod pump, progressing-cavity pump, gas lift, hydraulic lift and ESP lift. ESP 
lift and gas lift have higher capacity and deeper capability than the others and are 
therefore the standard solution for offshore when artificial lift is required [12]. 
However, natural gas shortage sometimes limits the use of gas lift, and tubing size 
and long flow lines also limit the system pressure and hence restrict its efficiency. 
Moreover, gas lift has reduced benefits as reservoir pressures approach 
abandonment levels, then ESP lift is normally required to extend field life as 
shown in Fig. 2-4 [12] [14]. The green area represents production extracted by 
natural flow, the orange area by gas lift and the blue area by ESP lift. Another 
important reason to employ ESP lift for offshore wells is that it has less footprint 
topside while offering the highest yield from most deep-water wells and therefore 
it has been utilized worldwide [81]. 
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Fig. 2-3 Typical artificial application ranges [14] 
 
 
Fig. 2-4 Well life extended by gas & ESP lift [12] 
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A relatively new technology of ESP DOWS has been developed based on ESP lift 
systems to reduce the cost of handling produced water as shown in Fig. 2-5, 
wherein there are two ESPs driven by an electrical motor. One ESP pumps oil-
rich stream to the surface while the other one injects water-rich stream to an 
underground formation so that the cost of treatment and disposal of produced 
water is significantly reduced. Fig. 2-6 shows a practical production history from 
an ESP DOWS trial. It was clearly shown that the oil production almost kept 
constant whilst water production decreased from 300m3/day to 10m3/day when an 
ESP DOWS was installed.   
Advantages of ESP [15] [16] [17]: 
 Easy to install and low maintenance. 
 More compact and deepwater capability. 
 High efficiency over 500-1000 barrels/day. 
 Good in deviated wells. 
 Minor surface equipment needed. 
 Increased production and recovery. 
 Less environmental impact and cost. 
 
 
Fig. 2-5 An ESP DOWS system [34] 
 
 
Fig. 2-6 Production history of an ESP DOWS [34] 
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2.4 Driving Downhole Gas Compressors 
Downhole gas compression is to boost gas pressure by placing a compressor in 
close proximity to the source gas reservoir. This can have major economical gains 
in hydrocarbon recovery in addition to using conventional central gas 
compression. Fig. 2-7 shows a simulation result of potential yield improvement 
by downhole gas compression [18]. This application demands the shaft speed in 
the range of 5,000 to 20,000 rpm that is much faster than the rated speeds of 
standard induction downhole motors. To match the application speed, standard 
electrical induction motors have to be coupled with a speed-increasing gearbox. 
This is also problematic as it is extremely difficult to make a reliable gearbox in 
the small borehole diameter, and it is also expensive. To eliminate the gearbox, a 
high-speed PM motor as shown in Fig. 2-8 has been designed and tested for 
downhole gas compressors.  
 
 
Fig. 2-7 Potential yield improvement by downhole gas compression [18] 
 
 
Fig. 2-8 A high speed BLDC downhole motor [18] 
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Advantage of PM motor driven compressor [18]: 
 More compact. 
 Increased reliability. 
 Increased production. 
2.5 As Drilling Motor 
In the vast majority of drilling services, downhole power is provided by positive 
displacement motors (PDMs).The output profile of these motors is well suited to 
the drilling environment, providing high torque at low rotational speed. However, 
PDMs have many weaknesses, such as short motor run life, poor performance in 
high temperature operations, a limited choice of drilling media and the need to 
compromise the fluids program between drilling and formation requirements. 
This restricts the operational effectiveness of PDMs in many areas whereas the 
electric motor offers an efficient and reliable alternative. 
Electrical motors allow complete and direct control of the motor functions. Speed 
may be increased or decreased with a joystick or set through a keyboard 
instruction as shown in Fig. 2-9. Hydraulic power is required solely for cuttings 
clearance. This provides better control of the drilling process while allowing 
circulation flexibility. Another advantage of electrical drilling is that the bottom-
hole assembly (BHA) is insensitive to aerated or energized drilling media. In 
addition, future deep-water developments are likely to make the use of energized 
drilling fluids more widespread in an effort to reduce the weight of the hydrostatic 
column. This makes the electrical motor a tool of choice for deep drilling 
activities. In [19] and [20], two PM drilling motors have been presented. 
 
 
 Fig. 2-9  An electrical drilling motor system [21] 
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Advantages of electrical drilling [19]-[21]: 
 Increased reliability of drilling motor extends the mean time between 
failures of drilling string and reduces drilling costs. 
 Electrical motors increase the control and flexibility of the BHA since 
drilling bit speed is maintained independent of fluid flow rate through 
direct operator control. 
 Suitable for a wider range of drilling environments, particularly for 
deepwater operations. Electrical motors can operate with a wider 
range of drilling media than PDMs, such as energized fluids. This 
makes electrical motors ideal for aggressive under-balanced drilling 
applications and in deepwater operations. 
 Electrical motors could tolerate temperatures up to 200°C with new 
materials. 
 Possible higher rate of penetration. 
2.6 As Downhole Generator 
Today most downhole tools operate based on battery power, mainly lithium-ion 
that is limited to 180°C [22]. For very deep wells, the instrumented BHA is 
critical, but the battery life and higher downhole temperatures constrain their use. 
The most practical and promising solution to power intelligent downhole tools in 
HPHT environments is a turbine generator, wherein the turbine converts a small 
amount of the hydraulic energy in the mud stream to rotary energy, which is then 
converted to electrical power by an electrical generator.  
Advantage of power supply from a HTHP downhole generator: 
 More reliable in HTHP environment. 
 Suitable for deep wells. 
2.7 Conclusion  
In this chapter several downhole technologies and applications have been 
presented and compared. Electrification of downhole applications has presented 
lots of benefits, such as, increased production, less environment impact, more 
flexible and less top area required, particularly for deep-water offshore reservoirs 
that are the exploitation trend for oil and gas industries today. 
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3. Overview of Electrical Downhole machines 
In the previous chapter the electrical machines in downhole applications and their 
advantages have been presented. This chapter briefly reviews today available 
electrical downhole machines and gives the comparisons among conventional 
induction machine, PM machine and switched reluctance machine for downhole 
applications. 
3.1 Basic requirements 
The requirements of a downhole machine are significantly dependent on specific 
applications. In general, an electrical downhole machine should have the 
following basic characteristics: 
1. High reliability and robust for downhole environment 
Reliability and robust construction is the most critical requirement for downhole 
application, particularly in offshore fields. Some offshore operators typically 
quote US$ 1 million as the cost of changing an electrical submersible pump 
(ESP). This figure includes the cost of a drilling rig required to install and remove 
an ESP, personnel cost, offshore transportation, etc, excluding the cost of the ESP 
itself and the loss of production during the period. Table 3-1 lists the component 
failure in ESP systems. As can be seen that more than half of the failures occur 
from the electrical system, in either the motor or cable [26][27].  
Table 3-1.Component failures in ESP systems [27]. 
ESP system component  Percentage of total failures (%) 
Assembly (not-specific) 1 
Cable 21 
Sensor  1 
Gas handler 1 
Motor 32 
Pump 30 
Intake 4 
Seal/Protector 10 
Other 1 
 
2. High torque capability over wide ranges including start-up period 
In order to eliminate the gear system required for high torque applications, and 
hence improving the reliability and efficiency of the whole system, the downhole 
machine should provide high torque over a wide range. 
3. High efficiency 
High efficiency is always beneficial for applications, especially in downhole 
where it is difficult to have an external cooling system for dissipating heat 
because of the limited cross-sectional area. High efficiency means less loss and 
hence less heat produced.  
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4. Easy to control 
Due to the harsh HPHT condition, it is challengeable to have measurement device 
working reliably downhole. Sensor-less control is desirable for downhole 
applications based on the following advantages [114]: 
• Reduction of hardware complexity and cost 
• Increased mechanical robustness and overall ruggedness 
• Operation in hostile environment 
• Higher reliability 
• Decreased maintenance requirements 
• Increased noise immunity 
3.2 The choice of electrical machine type 
Concerning the demand for high reliability, there are mainly three types of 
machines considered for downhole applications: induction machine (IM), PM 
machine and switched reluctance machine (SRM). 
3.2.1 Induction machine 
           
(a)   (b) 
Fig. 3-1 (a) Structure of a typical multi-rotor induction motor [23] and (b) a standard induction 
downhole motor [25] 
IMs with squirrel-cage rotor are robust, low cost, easy to control and maintenance 
free. Today they are the standard electrical downhole machine. Fig. 3-1 shows the 
structure of a typical multi-rotor induction downhole motor [26]. The stator is 
wound as a single unit and the rotor consists of a number of electrically discrete 
rotors with bearings between them to accommodate the slender construction. 
Normally downhole motors are oil-filled, and the oil, having low compressibility, 
makes it compatible with the high external ambient pressures existing downhole. 
It also provides bearing lubrication and effective heat transfer for dissipation of 
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the losses radially outward through the motor housing. The outer diameter is 
typically between 100 to 300 mm and the length  is  normally from 5 to 10 m, 
even up to as long as 30 m or longer dependent on applications. The most 
common power range is from 40 to 200 kW. More power can be achieved with 
the inclusion of additional motors. The working temperatures are usually limited 
to 180°C, some specially designed motors can withstand up to 218°C [26][28]. 
Fig. 3-2 shows the characteristics of a typical induction downhole machine. 
 
 
Fig. 3-2 Typical motor characteristics of an induction downhole machine [25] 
3.2.2  PM Machine 
PM machines, having higher efficiencies, higher torque densities, smaller 
volumes than conventional IMs, were not employed in downhole applications 
until recently due to the high ambient temperatures in deep wells and the low 
temperature stability of PM materials over time. 
A permanent magnet DC (PMDC) downhole motor with brushes was presented in 
[29]. The advantage is that DC current can be transferred to downhole efficiently 
by reducing the losses over the transmission lines. Further, no variable frequency 
control is needed, which will save the initial cost. In addition, this machine is very 
easy to control by simply changing the current value topside. However, there are 
drawbacks for PMDC machines. The commutator system not only introduces the 
complex of the machine construction for manufacturing, extra loss over the 
brushes, more cost for machine prototype, but also frequently causes failure. 
Furthermore, regular brush replacement is required every 2~ 3 years. In general, 
this type machine has less reliability compared to a brushless PM synchronous 
machine (PMSM) and is considered not suitable for offshore downhole 
applications where the replacement is extremely costly.  
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With the technology development in variable speed drives (VSDs), PMSM 
(brushless) becomes the trend for downhole applications. 
• A high-torque PMSM capable of withstanding temperatures up to 230°C was 
designed and tested for electrical drilling [19] [21]. The motor is 2.7 m long 
and has an outer diameter of 80 mm. Its operating torque is 420 Nm and the 
peak power is around 20 kW.  
• A high-speed PMSM for downhole gas compression was developed [18] as 
shown in Fig. 2-8. 
• A 10-pole interior-mounted PMSM shown in Fig. 3-3 [33] was designed for 
driving PCPs. 
• A PMSM for drilling applications was recently developed as shown in Fig. 
3-4 [35]. 
• One research project focusing on linear PM synchronous machines for 
downhole drilling is also going on [20].  
 
Fig. 3-3 A downhole PMSM [33] 
 
 
Fig. 3-4 PMSM motor for drilling application [35]  
3.2.3 Switched reluctance machine 
SRMs, shown in Fig. 3-5, having neither magnet nor winding on the rotor, are 
considered as the most robust machine construction for high temperature 
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applications. They can provide a power density and efficiency comparable to the 
IMs [104] [106], and they are also cost-effective in production and low-
maintenance. Their main drawbacks are high torque ripple, low efficiency and 
more complicated control system [105] [106] than that of a three-phase drive due 
to the high non-linearity of the determination of the current-switching angle. 
Today few have been developed for practical downhole applications. 
 
Fig. 3-5 Schematics of a SRM machines [107] 
 
3.2.4 Comparisons  
Table 3-2 gives a general efficiency comparison between induction and PM 
downhole motors for different applications. The IMs have an efficiency from 77% 
to 89% for high-speed applications (driving ESP), and from 60% to 73% for low-
speed, high-torque applications (driving PCP). Obviously, the induction motors 
are inherently unsuitable for low-speed, high-torque applications. One alternative 
is to install a gearbox to match the normal motor running speed and torque to the 
pump characteristics. But the re-introduced gear system is not only costly and 
different to make, it also further decreases the efficiencies of the whole systems. 
It is evident that the efficiencies of the PM motors, 91-93% for high-speed 
applications and 85%-89% for high-torque applications [30], are much higher 
than the IMs. A study shows that the PM motors consume an average of ~ 20% 
less energy than the IMs [29] [31]. Furthermore, the PM motors have the 
capability of delivering high torque over whole operation ranges including start-
up. Fig. 3-6 shows the performance comparison between two specific induction 
and PM machines that have the same shaft power, wherein the PMSM is better 
than the IM in all the aspects. 
Table 3-2 Efficiency Comparison of Electrical Downhole Motors 
Motor type Efficiency Application 
IM 77-89% Driving ESP 
IM 60-73% Driving PCP 
PM 91-93% Driving ESP 
PM 85-89% Driving PCP 
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Fig. 3-6. Performance comparison: induction motor vs. PM motor [32] 
 
The general performance comparisons among these three type machines are listed 
in Table 3-3[106] [107]. 
 
Table 3-3 Performance comparison among IM, PMSM and SRM machines [106] 
 IM PMSM SRM 
Power density 0 + + 0 
Efficiency + + + + 
Reliability + + 0 + 
Technical maturity + 0 0 
Controllability 0 + - 
 
The IM features the best reliability at low production cost, but a complicated and 
expensive field oriented control is required to reach high power and dynamics. It 
has high efficiency at high speed applications, but its maximum efficiency does 
not reach the value of a PMSM.  
The SRM is comparable in power density and efficiency with the IM, but inferior 
in the others.  
The PMSM offers the best power density, efficiency and controllability. This 
permits a high power machine with small volume, which is preferable for 
downhole applications.     
3.3 High temperature permanent magnets and insulation materials 
The performance of a PM downhole machine is significantly dependent on 
available permanent magnet and insulation materials to date. In this section PM 
and insulation materials capable of reliable operating at high temperatures are 
studied. 
+ + very good, + good, 0 neutral, - bad, - - very bad 
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3.3.1 PM materials 
Today new high performance rare earth-transition metal PMs, including Sm-Co5, 
Sm2(Ce, Fe, Cu, Zr)17 and Nd-Fe-B, are enabling technologies for the 
development of PM machines for high temperature applications [73]-[77].  
Nd-Fe-B 
 Neodymium iron boron, Nd-Fe-B, have been widely used in PM machines due to 
their high energy density (BH), high remanence and good coercivity at relatively 
high temperatures (less than 200°C). This type magnet has the following 
characteristics: 
• High remanence Br up to 1.42T 
• High energy density BH up to 390 kJ/m3 
• High coercivity Hc up to 2388 kA/m 
• Good temperature stability, maximum working temperature up to 200°C. 
• Curie temperature up to 350°C. 
• Temperature coefficient of Br, -0.11%/°C. 
Sm-Co 
Samarium cobalt magnets, Sm-Co, have been mostly used in electrical machine 
for high temperature applications due to their very good temperature stability.  
• High remanence Br up to 1.15T 
• High energy density BH up to 248 kJ/m3 
• High coercivity Hc up to 800 kA/m 
• Good temperature stability, maximum working temperature up to 300°C. 
• Curie temperature up to 825°C. 
• Temperature coefficient of Br, -0.045%/°C. 
In recent years, extensive research has been carried out to substantially improve 
the high–temperature performance of the Sm-TM PMs, the maximum operating 
temperature of the PMs has been increased from around 300°C to as high as 
550°C.  
3.3.2 Insulation materials  
High temperature insulations for motor applications have also been developed. 
For temperatures above 300°C, an insulation system is used in which inorganic 
insulating materials, such as synthetic fluoride mica, reconstituted mica and heat 
resistant glass, are used as the main materials, with very small amounts of silicone 
resin to improve the processing ability and the mechanical properties. In [78] and 
[80] thin insulation materials for slot insulation and layer insulation, insulation 
materials for wedges, impregnants, and lead wire insulation were tested. In 
functional tests using the stator windings, the windings did not break down until 
16000 h at 350°C, 14000 h at 400°C. An inorganic insulation system up to 350°C 
was presented in which ceramic wire and a heat-resistant, glass cloth-backed 
silicone mica insulating sheet were used and impregnated with ceramicizable 
silicone in [79]. 
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3.4 Conclusion 
Today’s standard electrical downhole motors are energy inefficient. With the 
development of advanced control technologies and high-temperature PM and 
insulation materials, a PMSM having higher torque density, higher efficiency and 
less volume is preferable for downhole applications.  
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4. Performance Comparisons of Different PM Machines  
The current standard electrical downhole machine is the induction machine which 
is relatively inefficient as discussed in the previous chapter. Today, it is 
increasingly interesting for oil and gas industries to develop PM machines for 
downhole applications [36] where the machine outer-diameters are limited by 
well sizes, but the axial lengths can be relatively long.  
This chapter compares the performance of conventional radial flux (RF), multi-
stage axial flux (AF) and three-phase transverse flux (TF) PM machines for 
downhole applications, which has partly been published in [2] and [4]. Three 
machine prototypes are chosen and optimized individually in terms of maximum 
torque density based on some common constraints without considering the 
mechanical construction and machine manufacturing problems. The comparisons 
are focused on the torque density, machine efficiency and power factor with 
respect to their pole numbers and machine axial lengths based on analytical 
calculations.  
4.1 Different PM machines and their basic characteristics 
According to the traveling direction of their magnetic field in the air gap, PM 
machines are categorized into RFPM, AFPM and TFPM machines. Each type of 
the machines has its general characteristics. 
4.1.1 Conventional RFPM machine 
The most common RFPM machine structure is with one external cylindrical stator 
and one internal cylindrical rotor. RFPM machines are widely used in industrial 
applications thanks to their high torque, compactness and high efficiency. This 
type of machine has various topologies that will further be discussed in the next 
chapter. Disregarding the different topologies, their general characteristics of 
RFPM machines are: 
• Simple construction.  
• High reliability. 
• High efficiency. 
4.1.2 AFPM machine 
AFPM machines are used in several applications where the power density 
requirements are very high. Usually, there is some amount of forced cooling 
provided for continuous operation. There are four different machine 
configurations discussed in [38]and [63], which are single-side slotted, single-side 
slot-less, double-side slotted and slot-less. Typically, AFPM machines have a disc 
shape where the ratio of the axial length over its outer diameter is small, less than 
1. The investigation in [39] shows when the ratio is less than 0.3 with high pole 
number (>10 poles), the disc-type AFPM machines can provide both a higher 
electromagnetic torque and a higher torque density than the RFPM machines. 
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When the ratio is greater than 1, the conventional RFPM machines are better [39] 
[41]. In [63] a multi-stage AFPM machine was presented for direct-drive railway 
traction applications as shown in Fig. 4-1. For a multi-stage machine, the whole 
machine consists of several double-side AFPM machines, which can have either 
NN type or NS type as shown in Fig. 4-2.   
 
                        
(a)    (b) 
Fig. 4-1 A four-stage AFPM machine (a) Schematic representation, (b) the prototype [63] 
 
 
Fig. 4-2 Typical two type AFPM machines (a) NN type, (b) NS type [40] 
The common characteristics of AFPM machines are: 
• Disc-shape construction for a single-stage machine. 
• Normally a forced cooling system is required. 
• High power density.  
4.1.3 TFPM machine 
A TFPM machine utilizes a magnetic circuit that is in a direction perpendicular to 
the direction of motion and current as shown in Fig. 4-3(a). The increase of 
electrical loading does not influence magnetic loading since they locate in axial 
direction and in circumference, respectively. So it is capable of producing power 
densities much higher than a conventional machine [37]. The high energy density 
values have taken TFPM machines into high regards in aerospace and other 
critical applications.  
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 The advantages of TFPM topology against RFPM machines are [64]: 
• Increase of pole number does not reduce the magneto-motive force per pole  
• Magnetic loading and  electrical loading can be varied without compromising 
the dimensions 
• Very simple armature coils  
• No end winding 
• Possibly very high torque density for high pole machines 
The disadvantages of TFPM machines include complex construction with three-
dimensional magnetic fields and low power factor. The use of lamination in 
TFPM machines is complicated, now the application of soft magnetic composite 
materials makes manufacturing of TFPM machines easier as shown in Fig. 4-3(b), 
but this increases production costs considerably. Some researches show it is 
extremely difficult to reach a rated power factor of 0.7 and that other properties 
have to be sacrificed [45] [65]. The low power factor implies not only 
substantially increased winding losses, but a required over-rating of the inverter 
for power supply. Cogging can also be a problem. In TFPM machines, the stator 
tooth span is approximately equal to a pole span. Hence, cogging reduction by 
skewing is inefficient and fractional pitch winding is unavailable. The amount of 
the cogging can be reduced by designing a machine with a lower magnet loading 
and a higher current loading. 
            
(a)   (b) 
Fig. 4-3  (a) TFPM machine (b) TFPM with soft magnetic composite [48] 
 
4.2 Three Chosen Machine Prototypes  
Each of the RFPM, AFPM and TFPM machines has many construction variations 
depending on specific applications. In downhole applications, machine 
construction is chosen based upon following considerations: 
• Cylindrical shape: Suitable for cylindrical wells. 
• Internal-rotor machines: Normally, with the same dimensions external-rotor 
RFPM and TFPM machines could provide higher torque density than 
internal-rotor machines since the former can have greater air gap radius, but 
it is not the case in downhole applications where the machines need to be 
enclosed to protect the moving rotors from the harsh conditions within a 
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small radial space. The internal-rotor machines can use their stator yokes to 
achieve this function and may have greater outer diameters by eliminating the 
extra shields required for the external-rotor machines. For AFPM machines 
an extra shield is always needed. However, this is not taken into account in 
the investigations presented in this chapter. 
• Three-phase machines: Considering the machine self-starting and standard 
control systems. 
• Multi-stage AFPM machines: To provide good performance, a single-stage 
AFPM machine usually has a disc shape, so it is not practical to design a 
single-stage AFPM machine with a long axial length. Multi-stage AFPM 
machines having n+1 stators/rotor and n rotors/stator can have a long axial 
length by increasing the number of stages.  
• Single-sided TFPM machines: Double-sided TFPM machines can usually 
provide higher torque by fully utilizing the magnetic flux, but they need more 
radial space and it is challengeable to manufacture them within a small 
radius. Single-sided TFPM machines are therefore chosen here.  
Summarizing the aspects above-mentioned, internal-rotor RFPM, multi-stage 
AFPM and single-sided TFPM machines with cylindrical shapes as the example 
shown in Fig. 4-4 are selected to investigate their performances. 
         
(a)  
 
(b)    (c)  
Fig. 4-4 Example of three machine types (a) RFPM (b) Multi-stage AFPM (here 3 stages) (c) Three-
phase TFPM machines 
4.3 Machine Constraints 
To fairly perform comparisons among the three type machines, some constraints 
have to be given as follows:  
• The pole number is freely chosen, but the pole pitch should not be less than 10 
mm to limit the inter-pole flux leakage of the machines [45] [47].  
• The maximum flux density in the air gap is limited to 0.9T in order to confine 
the flux leakage in the TFPM machine.  
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• The saturation flux density in the iron parts is chosen to be 1.8T except in the 
tooth iron of the TFPM machine where it is assumed to be 0.9 T to limit the 
flux leakage. And all the iron parts are assumed to be ideal with infinite 
permeability. 
• An application with a constant speed of 1000 rpm. 
• Rectangular open slot with two-layer, full pitch winding and q=1 (slot per 
pole per phase) for all the RFPM and AFPM machines.  
• Only small current densities and electrical loadings are considered. Both the 
long distances from the topside to downhole and the small radial space 
limited by wells make it difficult to have a forced cooling system downhole 
for dissipating heat. For low speed applications like this case (1000 rpm), the 
dominant loss in the machines is the copper loss which is proportional to the 
square of machine current. According to [42], a current density of 4 A/mm2 
and an electrical loading of 20 kA/m are appropriate values for an enclosed 
machine with no external cooling.  
• Only slotted machines with surfaced-mounted PM are selected. To produce 
the same electromagnetic torque with the same dimensions, slotted machines 
usually have higher magnetic loading and less electrical loading compared 
with slot-less machines that generally have less magnetic loading, but higher 
electrical loading.  In the case of downhole applications, the selected 
electrical loading is relatively small; therefore, slotted machines with high 
magnetic loading are selected. 
Assumed constraints for the design are listed in Table 4-1. 
Table 4-1Assumed Constraints for the Design 
Parameters Symbol Values 
Well diameter Do 100 mm 
Machine axial length L  0.1~1 m 
Saturation flux density Bsat 1.8 T 
Air gap g 1.5 mm 
Ambient temperature θ 150 ºC 
Speed ωm 1000 rpm 
Copper resistivity @20 ºC ρcu 1.72 10-8 Ω/m 
Current density J 4 A/mm2 
Electrical loading S 20 kA/m 
PM remanence @20ºC Br 1.2 T 
PM temperature coefficient  kpm -0.00045 K-1 
Specific  loss factor W 2.7 W/kg 
Winding fill factor kf 0.6 
PM relatively permeability μpm 1.05 
Temperature coefficient (Cu) αcu 0.0039 K-1 
 
4.4 Comparison Procedure 
4.4.1 Electromagnetic Torque Calculation 
The electromagnetic torques developed at the machine air gaps of the RFPM and 
AFPM machines can be expressed as (4.1)[43][[49]. 
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where Bg1 is the rms value of the fundamental air-gap flux density, λ is the ratio of 
Di/Do, here Di and Do are respectively the machine inner- and outer-stator 
diameters, and for the RFPM and TFPM machines Do equals to the well diameter. 
L is the active axial length of the machine. kt is the machine constant that depends 
on both the actual air-gap flux density distribution and the winding arrangement. 
For square-wave flux density distributions and full pitch windings, its value is 
unity. Here it is assumed to be the case. kσ is the fringing factor representing the 
amount of flux from the air gap to the stator teeth and it is determined by (4.12). S 
is the electrical loading with unit in A/m. Rso is the outer-stator radius of the 
AFPM machines and it is dependent on pole number p and evaluated by (4.40) 
[39] (see Fig. 4-11).  
The torque expression of the TFPM machines is derived as follows: 
The electromagnetic torque produced by an electrical machine can be calculated 
by 
/ph ph mT mE I ω= .   (4.2) 
where m is the phase number, Eph is the induced phase voltage, and for the TFPM 
machines it can be expressed as (4.3)[49]. Iph is the phase current and determined 
by (4.4), ωm is the mechanical angular speed and calculated by (4.5). 
12ph e s o g mE k f n k D B lσ σπ λ=   (4.3) 
where lm is the magnet depth (see Fig. 4-16), ns is the number of turn in one 
phase, fe is the electrical frequency. 
/ph o sI D S nπ λ=     (4.4) 
4 /m ef pω π=     (4.5) 
Substituting (4.3)-(4.5) into (4.2), the torque expression for the TFPM machines 
is obtained as 
2 2
1
1
2 g o m
T k mp SB D lσ π λ= .   (4.6) 
4.4.2 Fringing Factor Evaluation 
Fig. 4-5 depicts the magnetic flux paths in the air gap of one pole in a surfaced 
mounted PM machine, where part of the flux from the magnet does not go 
through the air gap for torque production. To take this into account, a fringing 
factor kσ defined by (4.7) is employed for torque calculations. 
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           (a)          (b) 
Fig. 4-5 Magnetic flux distribution 
 (a) cross-section in flat form (b) leakage field between the PM and rotor yoke  
g
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where Pg and Plk are individually the main air-gap permeance and leakage 
permeance, and they are respectively evaluated by (4.8) and (4.9).  
0
m
g
c
A
P
k g
µ=      (4.8) 
1 2 32 2 4lkP P P P= + +    (4.9) 
where kc is Carter’s coefficient that takes care of the stator slot effect in the air 
gap and can be calculated from (4.10) after machine magnetic designs. For the 
TFPM machines, kc is assumed to be 1.1. g is the air gap length. Am is the magnet 
surface area in magnetizing direction. P1, P2 and P3 are respectively the 
permeance in the leakage zone 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 4-5(b). The description of the 
leakages field and the formulae to evaluate their permeances have been presented 
in [49] and are employed here, and then the fringing factors for the RFPM and 
AFPM machines can be approximated by (4.12), in which it is clearly shown that 
the value decreases, which means the flux leakage increases, with an increase of 
the pole number.  
The carter’s coefficient is calculated as [49] 
 ( )/c slot slotk gτ τ γ= −    (4.10) 
where  
 
2
4 arctan ln 1
2 2 2
s s sW W W
g g g
γ
π
     = − +        
 (4.11) 
where τslot and Ws are respectively the slot pitch and slot width.  
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(4.12) 
where hm is the magnet thickness. 
 For TFPM machines, typically the fringing factor is around 0.5 due to the high 
flux leakage in three dimensions [45][50]. The value of kσ determined by (4.12) 
will be much greater than this value. So for the discussed TFPM machines the 
value of kσ calculated by (4.12) is modified to a value close 0.5 by multiplying a 
correcting coefficient of 0.6. To obtain a more accurate value for a specific case, 
FEM simulations are required.   
4.4.3 Power Factor Calculation 
Compared to the reactance of the armature winding, the winding resistance is 
generally negligible, and then the power factor can be approximated by  
2 2( )
ph
ph e s ph
E
PF
E L Iω
=
+
.   (4.13) 
where ωe is the electrical angular speed. Eph can be expressed in terms of ωe by 
(4.14) and Iph is evaluated from (4.4) or (4.15). Ls is the synchronous inductance 
determined by (4.16). 
1
2 2
1
1        
2 /                 RF
2 (1 ) /         AF 
                     TF
t s e o g
ph t s e g so
s e o g m
k k n D B L p
E k k n B R p
k n D B l
σ
σ
σ
ω λ
ω λ
ω λ


= −


 (4.14) 
 
       RF
2
       AF
o
s
ph
so
s
D S
mn
I
R S
mn
πλ
πλ


= 


   (4.15) 
s m lkL L L= +     (4.16) 
where Lm is the magnetization inductance evaluated by (4.17)[49]-[51]. Llk is the 
leakage inductance and approximated from (4.18) by only considering the slot 
leakage inductance and end winding inductance [49]-[52].   
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where ki accounts for the leakage inductance between the stator cores of the 
TFPM machines. In general, ki <0.2 ~ 0.3[50]. Here 0.2 is selected. Hs is the slot 
height. Lend is the end winding length and evaluated from (4.33), (4.38) or (4.39). 
Now the power factor for each type machine can be calculated by 
substituting(4.4), (4.14)-(4.18) into (4.13). It should be noted that the power 
factor is independent of ns and ωe when neglecting the winding resistance. 
4.4.4 Efficiency approximation 
The copper loss is calculated by   
2
cu f cu cuP k J A lθρ= .   (4.19) 
where Acu is the copper area, J is the current density, kf is the winding fill factor, 
lcu is the copper length including the end windings, ρθ is the copper resistivity at 
temperature Tθ and is calculated by 
20 (1 ( 20 ))cu Tθ θρ ρ α= + −
 .  (4.20) 
where αcu is the temperature coefficient. 
The iron loss in each iron part is approximated by [44] 
2 30.078 (100 ) 10Fe Fe FeP Wf f B G
−= + .  (4.21) 
where W is the specific loss factor in W/kg, GFe is the weight of the iron part, 
while BFe is the peak flux density in the corresponding iron part. For the RFPM 
and the AFPM machines, it is assumed that there is no iron loss in the rotor iron 
parts. And for the TFPM, a flux density of 0.9 T is used to evaluate the loss.  
The efficiency is then evaluated by 
/( )m m cu FeT T P Pη ω ω= + + .  (4.22)   
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4.4.5 Torque Density and Apparent Power Evaluation 
The torque density here is defined as the ratio of electromagnetic torque to overall 
machine volume including end-windings 
2
4
T
o tot
T
D L
ξ
π
=      (4.23) 
where Ltot is the total machine axial length. 
The required apparent power is evaluated by 
/( )in mS T PFω η= .   (4.24) 
4.5 Optimal Design Variables 
As clearly seen from (4.1) and (4.6) the key variables for each machine design are 
Bg (Bg1) and λ. In order to obtain the optimal machines having the highest torque 
density, their optimal values addressing to the maximum torque densities with 
respect to different pole numbers and machine axial lengths are investigated by 
assuming kσ =1 for the RFPM and AFPM machines and kσ =0.5 for the TFPM 
machines. The values are recalculated later after the machine designs by (4.12) 
for machine performance evaluations. 
4.5.1 RFPM Machines 
4.5.1.1 Magnetic design 
To avoid magnetic saturation, the thickness of the stator back iron and rotor back 
iron should be the same and are obtained as: 
2
pm g o
sb
sat
B D
H
pB
α πλ
=    (4.25) 
The teeth height: 
(1 )
2
o
t sb
D
H H
λ−
= −    (4.26) 
Assuming that all the flux produced by the magnets goes through the stator teeth, 
the total stator tooth width without saturation is calculated by  
o g pm
st total
sat
D B
W
B
λ π α
− =    (4.27) 
In order to get maximum copper area, taper teeth is assumed, thus the copper area 
is calculated as: 
( )2 2( / 2 ) ( / 2 )cu o sb o sb t t st totalA D H D H H H Wπ −= − − − − −  (4.28) 
The slot pitch is determined by 
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D
mpq
πλ
τ =     (4.29) 
The slot opening is  
 st totals slot
W
W
mpq
τ −= −     (4.30) 
And the magnet thickness is 
 
( )0
pm c g
m
a g
k gB
h
B B
µ
µ
=
−
    (4.31) 
where kc is determined by (4.10), Ba is the magnet remanence at the ambient 
temperature Tθ and it is determined by (4.32) to take the PM temperature 
coefficient into account. 
( )01 ( )a r pmB B k T Tθ= + −    (4.32) 
4.5.1.2 End winding approximation  
The method presented in [39] for calculating the end-winding length of RFPM 
and AFPM machines is employed here. The equivalent length of half the end 
connect of a winding coil in the RFPM machine is approximated as 
2
_ ( ) / 2end RF o tl D H pπ λ= + .  (4.33) 
where Ht is the tooth height determined by magnetic design of the stator core. 
For a specific RFPM machine the total machine axial length is evaluated by 
tot eaL L l= + .    (4.34) 
where lea is the axial length of the end-winding encumbrance and is  assumed as 
[39] 
_2 /ea end RFl l π= .    (4.35) 
4.5.1.3 Optimal Parameters 
The torque density can now be calculated by insetting (4.1) and (4.33) - (4.35) 
into (4.23) for a given pole number and machine length. It should be noted that, to 
calculate the torque from (4.1), S=20 kA/m is used for the machines with small λ 
values, which have enough space for copper in their stators. For the machines 
with big λ values, the machine current is limited by the available copper area, and 
the electrical loading is then determined by  
 
/cu f oS A Jk Dπ λ= .   (4.36) 
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Fig. 4-6 shows an example of the result for 6-pole machines with an axial length 
of 0.5 m, varying Bg from 0.4 to 1.0 T and λ from 0.3 to 0.8.  It is clearly seen that 
the torque density at a specific Bg first increases along with an increase of λ until 
reaching its maximum value, then decreases with a further increased λ leading to 
a reduced copper area which determines the electrical loading by (4.36). For each 
Bg there is an optimum λ to obtain maximum torque densities that increases along 
with an increase of Bg. As a constraint given in the subsection of Machine 
Constraints, Bg =0.9T is chosen for the RFPM machines. 
It is also observed from Fig. 4-6 that the optimal λ value increases along with a 
decrease of the air-gap flux density due to a thinner stator yoke needed to avoid 
the iron saturation. It is well-known that the required yoke thickness is inversely 
proportional to pole number p for RFPM machines. To obtain the optimal λ with 
respect to the pole number, one computer program is made in MATLAB to 
investigate the torque densities of the machines with Bg =0.9T, p varied from 4 to 
28 and λ varied from 0.3 to 0.8. Fig. 4-7 provides the analytical results, and the 
curve can be approximated by the following simplified expression  
 
0.8 0.8 / pλ = − .    (4.37) 
 
For the RFPM machines it is obvious that the optimal values of λ and Bg are 
independent of the machine axial length.  
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Fig. 4-6 Torque density with respect to different λ and Bg 
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Fig. 4-7 Optimal λ for different pole numbers 
So far the air-gap density Bg =0.9 T is chosen for all the RFPM machines and the 
optimal values of λ are evaluated from (4.37) for different pole machines, 
disregarding the axial length of the machines. After the machine magnetic design 
the fringing factor and power factor can respectively be evaluated by (4.12) and 
(4.13). And then the output torque, machine efficiency and torque density with 
respect to the pole number and axial length can be investigated by (4.1), (4.22) 
and (4.23). The results are shown in Fig. 4-8. The maximum output torque is up 
to 75 Nm as shown in Fig. 4-8(b) and the maximum apparent power required is 
8.8 kVA determined by (4.24). 
4.5.1.4 Conclusions and explanations for the analytical results 
1. More torque density can be achieved by an increase of the pole number due to 
the reduction of the end-winding length in axial direction evaluated from (4.33) 
and (4.35), and the increase of the inner-stator radius determined by (4.37). 
2. The machines have high efficiencies, more than 90%, which first increases 
along with an increase of the pole number to the maximum value of around 
95% for 8-pole machines and then decreases. By increasing the pole number, 
the machine torque increases and the stator copper loss decreases due to 
reduced end winding length, which implies increased machine efficiency. On 
the other hand, both eddy current loss and hysteresis loss increase since the 
operating frequency increases proportionally to the number of poles in order to 
achieve the desired speed. This will decrease the machine efficiency. There is a 
trade off between them.  
3. For the machines longer than 0.2 m, the torque density is almost independent of 
the machine axial length because the end-winding length in axial direction is 
negligible compared to the active winding length of the machines. 
4. Thanks to the large equivalent air gap, small outer diameter and low electrical 
loading, the machines have a high power factor. This value slightly decreases 
along with an increase of the pole number due to the increase of the flux 
leakage in the air gap determined by (4.12). 
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(c)    (d) 
Fig. 4-8 Performance parameters of the RFPM machines (Do = 100 mm) as functions of axial 
length and pole number (a) Power factor (b) Output torque (c) Torque density (d) Machine efficiency  
4.5.2 AFPM Machines  
Multi-stage AFPM machines may have either the same or different magnet 
polarity at both sides of each stator, so are respectively called NN-type or NS-
type machines [46], as the example shown in Fig. 4-9. In the NN-type machine, 
the yoke iron in each stator and rotor is needed for guiding magnetic flux, whilst 
it is only required at the two ends in the NS-type machine. In the NN-type 
machine, the stator current flows in reverse direction in each of the back-to-back 
stator slots. A back-to-back wrapped winding structure as in Fig. 4-10 (a) is used 
in this topology. The back-to-back wrapped winding is one in which the windings 
are wrapped around the stator periphery in much the same manner as the winding 
of a toroid. Whereas, in the NS-type machine, the stator current flows in the same 
direction in each of the back-to-back stator slots in order to create torque, so a lap 
winding as in  Fig. 4-10 (b) is employed.  Fig. 4-11 depicts their winding 
sketches. 
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4.5.2.1 End winding evaluation 
The equivalent length of half the end connects of a winding coil in the NN-type 
and NS-type AFPM machines are respectively evaluated by (4.38) and (4.39) 
[39]. 
( )2_ 1 /( )end NN pm g so satl B R pBα π λ= +   (4.38) 
 
( ) ( )
_
sin tan
4 2 2
o o
end NS
D p D p
l
p
π π λ ππ π 
= + − 
 
 (4.39) 
 
( ) ( )
/ 2
;         NS type         
sin cos
;     NN type 
2 (1 )
o
so
sat o
sat g pm
D
p pR
pB D
pB B
π π
α π λ


+
= 

 + +
 (4.40) 
 
where αpm is the magnet coverage, here it is assumed to be unity, Bsat is the iron 
saturation flux density, Bg is the flux density in the air gap over the magnets, and 
its distribution is assumed to be a square waveform. The relationship between Bg1 
and Bg is 
1
2 2 sin( )
2g g pm
B B πα
π
= .   (4.41) 
 
 
 
(a)      (b) 
Fig. 4-9 Side view of (a) NN-type AFPM and (b) NS-type AFPM machines 
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(a)     (b)  
Fig. 4-10 Single-stage (a) NN-type and (b) NS-type AFPM machines 
 
        
(a)    (b) 
Fig. 4-11 Sketch of coil geometry of (a) NN-type and 
 (b) NS-type AFPM machines 
Before investigating the performance of the multi-stage AFPM machines, two 
single-stage machines shown in Fig. 4-10 are studied. The physical structures of 
the stator and rotor of these two machines are exactly the same except for the 
thickness of the stator yoke and winding arrangement. Unlike the NN type, the 
NS type does not require any stator back iron since the main flux travels axially. 
This feature implies an increase in torque density and efficiency, and a reduction 
in the stator thickness and iron loss. However, using lap winding in the NS 
structure results in longer winding length and end winding, which implies smaller 
outer stator diameter (see Fig. 4-11), higher copper loss, less efficiency and 
torque density.  
4.5.2.2 Magnetic design of single-stage machine 
The internal stator Hsb of the NN- type machine is determined by  
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( )1pm gsb so
sat
B
H R
pB
α π
λ= +    (4.42) 
The rotor iron thickness at the two end of the machine is half of Hsb.  
The tooth width increases along the radial direction from inside to outside, but the 
radian of one tooth is constant and it is determined by 
2 pm g
tooth
sat
B
mpqB
πα
α =    (4.43) 
The stator tooth height is 
( )
2
2t tooth f
SH
mpq Jk
π
π α
=
−
   (4.44) 
The tooth height here is the summary of the two tooth depths shown in Fig. 4-9. 
Substituting (4.43) into (4.44) 
( )
sat
t
sat pm g f
SB
H
B B Jkα
=
−
   (4.45) 
The slot pitch is determined by 
 
2 so
slot
R
mpq
πλ
τ =     (4.46) 
The slot opening is  
 s slot so toothW Rτ λ α= −    (4.47) 
The PM thickness here including the both sides in a single-stage machine can be 
calculated as 
0
2
( )
pm c g
m
a g
k B g
h
B B
µ
µ
=
−
   (4.48) 
where kc is determined by (4.10) 
The axial length is  
2 2       NN type
2         NS type
sb t m
sb t m
H H h g
L
H H h g
+ + +
=  + + +
  (4.49) 
The total copper cross-sectional area in the stator is:  
2 1 pm gcu t so
sat
B
A H R
B
α
λ π
 
= − 
 
  (4.50) 
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The copper loss is calculated by: 
( )( )2 1cu cu f so endP A k J R lθρ λ= − +    (4.51) 
To compare the performance of these two machines, their torque densities are 
calculated by employing (4.1), (4.40) and (4.23). Fig. 4-12 shows the torque 
densities with respect to λ and Bg of these two single-stage machines with 24 
poles and S=20 kA/m. For the AFPM machines, their axial length can be adapted 
to ensure a large enough copper area so that the electrical loading is fixed to 20 
kA/m. Their maximum torque densities shown in Fig. 4-12 for these two single-
stage machine are very close (5.9 kNm/m3 for the NS-type machine and 5.8k 
Nm/m3 for the NN-type machine). The conclusion is also valid for low pole 
machines from performed analytical calculations.  
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(a)   (b) 
Fig. 4-12 Torque density of single –stage TFPM machines with respect to λ and air-gap flux 
density (a) 24-pole NN type (b) 24-pole NS type 
 
For a multi-stage NN-type machine as that in Fig. 4-9, consisting of multiple 
single-stage NN-type machines, both its electromagnetic torque and axial length 
are proportional to its stage number, so its torque density is therefore independent 
of the stage number and is the same as that of a single-stage machine; whereas the 
torque density of a multi-stage NS-type machine is greater than that of a single-
stage one due to the absence of all the yoke iron except at the two ends of the 
machine. So NS-type multi-stage machines may have greater torque densities and 
are hence chosen for further investigations.  
4.5.2.3 Optimal Parameters 
To find the optimal Bg for obtaining maximum torque density, S is fixed to 20 
kA/m, Bg is varied between 0.4 and 1T, and for each Bg value, λ is varied from 0.4 
to 0.8. Fig. 4-13 (a) shows the maximum torque densities with respect to Bg for 4, 
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8 and 12-pole machines. An optimal value of Bg =0.7T is found and it is 
independent of the pole number.  
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(a)    (b) 
Fig. 4-13 The maximum torque density of the NS machines with respect to (a) air-gap flux density 
and pole number (b) ratio λ and pole number 
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Fig. 4-14 Axial length of single-stage NS type AFPM machines with different pole numbers   
   
To obtain the optimal λ, S is fixed to 20 kA/m, λ is varied between 0.4 and 0.8, 
and for each λ value, Bg is varied from 0.4 to 1T. Fig. 4-13 (b) shows the 
maximum torque densities with respect to λ value for 4, 8 and 12-pole machines. 
The optimal value λ=0.55 is obtained and it is also independent of the pole 
number.  
Fig. 4-14 shows the axial lengths lns of single-stage NS-type machines with 
respect to pole numbers, the lengths decrease along with an increase of the pole 
number due to a thinner back iron required for high pole machines. 
For a n stage NS-type machine, the torque density is determined by  
( )
1
2
4
2T o a b
nT
D nl H
ξ
π
=
+
.   (4.52) 
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where T1 is the torque produced by the corresponding single-stage NS-type 
machine and determined by (4.1), la is the machine axial length without the back 
iron, Hb is the back iron width (see Fig. 4-10). 
For the machine with an axial length Ltot, its stage number n is determined by 
( 2 ) /tot b an L H l= − .   (4.53) 
if n is not an integer here, the machine torque density is approximated by that of 
the machine with the nearest integer stage number smaller than n. Since la is 
relatively small as shown in Fig. 4-14, the approximation will not affect the result 
significantly. It is clear that the machine axial length does not influence the 
optimal values, but determines how many stage the machine has. 
Now the optimal values of Bg  = 0.7 T and λ = 0.55 have been found and they are 
independent of both the pole number and the machine length. Fig. 4-15 presents 
the power factor, output torque, torque density and machine efficiency with 
respect to the pole number and the axial length for the multi-stage NS-type AFPM 
machines. The maximum output torque is up to 50 Nm as shown in Fig. 4-15 (b) 
and the maximum apparent power is 6.3 kVA evaluated from (4.24). 
4.5.2.4 Conclusions and explanations for the results: 
1. More torque density can be achieved by an increase of pole number due to the 
reduction of the thickness of the back iron and the increase of the outer stator 
radius from (4.40).   
2. The machines always have efficiency less than 90%, which first increases along 
with an increase of the pole number to the maximum value of around 88% for 
16-pole machines and then decreases. Just like the RFPM machines, by 
increasing the pole number the machine torque increases and the stator copper 
loss decreases due to reduced end winding length, which implies increased 
machine efficiency. Meanwhile, both eddy current loss and hysteresis loss 
increase since the operating frequency increases proportionally to the number 
of poles in order to achieve the desired speed. This will decrease the machine 
efficiency. The poor efficiency is due to the relatively large amount of end-
winding existing in each stage. 
3. The torque density and efficiency of a long machine is almost independent of 
the machine axial length because the back iron width at the two ends is 
negligible compared to the total machine length. In this case, both the machine 
torque and loss are almost proportional to the number of stages.  
4. The investigated machines have a high power factor that first increases along 
with an increase of the pole number for low pole machines and then decreases. 
The reason is that for the low pole machines the active winding length increases 
rapidly with an increase of the pole number so that the back EMF still increases 
even though the leakage flux increases in the air gap, whilst for high pole 
machines, the fringing factor becomes dominant.  
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(c)   (d) 
Fig. 4-15  Performance parameters of the AFPM machines (Do = 100 mm) as functions of axial 
length and pole number ( a) Power factor (b) Output torque (c) Torque density (d) Machine efficiency  
 
4.5.3 TFPM Machines 
A three-phase TFPM machine with an axial length between 0.1 and 1m actually 
consists of three single-phase machines with an axial length approximately 
between 0.033 and 0.33 m. These three single-phase machines are identical but 
with 120º phase shift among the phases. This is achieved by shifting the magnets 
120 electrical degrees in the rotors among the phases. So it is sufficient to study a 
single-phase machine as shown in Fig. 4-16 to investigate the performance of the 
three-phase machine.   
4.5.3.1 Magnetic Design  
The stator tooth width and length are chosen to be the same as the magnets, and 
the air-gap flux density is limited to 0.9 T. The back iron of the U-bridge is 
chosen to be 1.8T in order to get maximum λ value and hence maximum current.  
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 pm m gsb
sat
l B
H
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The width and height of the slots is chosen to be as 
 (1 )
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D
H Hλ= − −    (4.55) 
And then 
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=     (4.56) 
where Iph is determined by (4.4). 
The rotor iron thickness is  
 
2
pm o g
rb
sat
D B
H
pB
πα λ
=     (4.57) 
The machine total length is  
 2tot m sL l W= +     (4.58) 
where lm is the magnet depth. In order to limit the flux leakage, the length should 
not be less than 10 mm.    
The copper cross area and length are respectively evaluated by (4.59) and (4.60), 
this is no end winding in TFPM machines. 
 ( )cu o tl D Hλ π= +     (4.59) 
 cu s tA W H=     (4.60) 
4.5.3.2 Optimal parameters 
To find the optimal Bg, S = 20 kA/m, lm =10 mm and kσ =0.5 (this value is 
recalculated after machine design) are employed in (4.6). The flux density in the 
teeth is assumed to be equal to the air-gap flux density since they have the same 
cross-section area, while the flux density in the stack back iron is assumed to be 
1.8 T.  Fig. 4-17 shows an example of the torque densities for 6-pole machines 
with varying λ from 0.3 to 0.8 and Bg from 0.4 to 1 T. It is observed that the 
torque densities increase along with an increase of Bg, and for each Bg there is an 
optimal λ to obtain maximum torque density. Bg =0.9 T is chosen for all the 
considered machines.  
To find the optimal λ value with respect to the machine axial length, Bg is fixed to 
0.9 T, Ltot is varied from 0.03 to 0.33 m, and for each Ltot value, λ is varied from 
0.3 to 0.8.  For short machines, the magnet depth lm is fixed to 10 mm, and the 
electrical loading S is determined by (4.36). For long machines, S is fixed to 20 
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kA/m, and lm is calculated from (4.58). Fig. 4-18 shows the optimal λ values to 
obtain maximum torque densities with respect to the machine axial length and the 
calculated curve can simply be evaluated by  
0.44 0.44 totLλ = + .   (4.61) 
 
Fig. 4-16 A part of single-phase TFPM machine  
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Fig. 4-17 The torque density with respect to the ratio λ and air-gap density (6-pole machines)  
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Fig. 4-18 Optimal λ with respect to the machine axial length 
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Fig. 4-19 The torque density with respect to the pole number p and ratio λ 
 
The optimal values of λ are independent of the machine pole numbers as shown in 
Fig. 4-19 where three machines having an axial length of 0.15m with different 
poles of 4, 8, and 12, are investigated.  
Now the air-gap density Bg =0.9 T is chosen for all the TFPM machines and the 
optimal values of λ are approximated by (4.61) according to their axial lengths, 
disregarding their pole numbers. Fig. 4-20 shows the power factor, output torque, 
torque density and machine efficiency with respect to the pole number and axial 
length for the three-phase TFPM machines. The maximum torque is up to 105 
Nm as shown in Fig. 4-20 (b) and the maximum apparent power required is 18.3 
kVA from (4.24). 
4.5.3.3 Conclusions and explanations for the analytical results  
1. The maximum torque density is proportional to the pole number as clearly seen 
from (4.6), in which the optimal value of λ is independent of the pole number. 
2. The maximum torque density first increases along with an increase of the axial 
length and then decreases. For short machines the magnet depth lm is fixed to 
10 mm, the increased length contributes an increase of the available copper area 
that determines the electrical loading from (4.36) until the electrical loading up 
to 20 kA/m, so the torque density increases. For a further increased axial 
length, it mainly contributes to an increase of the total magnet depth 2lm. As can 
be seen from (4.6) only half of the length lm appears in the torque calculation, 
so the toque density decreases.   
3. The machines have a much smaller power factor shown in Fig. 4-20 (a) 
compared to the RFPM and AFPM machines due to the high flux leakage. 
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(c)    (d) 
Fig. 4-20  Performance parameters of the TFPM machines (Do = 100 mm) as functions of axial 
length and pole number(a) Power factor (b) Output torque (c) Torque density (d) Machine efficiency  
 
4.6 FEM Simulations 
From the analytical results presented in Fig. 4-8, an 8-pole RFPM machine could 
have both high torque density and high efficiency. To verify the result, 2D FEM 
simulations have been performed for an 8-pole RFPM machine with 24 stator 
slots as shown in Fig. 4-21. The machine parameters and simulated results are 
listed in Table 4-2, where the torque density and machine efficiency are 
calculated without taking the end winding into account, so the values are a little 
greater than those in Fig. 4-8. The FEM simulation results match satisfactorily 
with the analytical results. 
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Table 4-2 Machine Parameters and Results 
Parameters Analytical calculation FEM 
Outer diameter [m] 0.1 0.1 
Active axial length [m] 0.5 0.5 
Speed [rpm] 1000 1000 
Pole number 8 8 
Phase number 3 3 
Slot/pole/phase 1 1 
Stator back iron thickness [mm] 6.9 6.9 
Ratio of inner and outer diameter 0.7 0.7 
Tooth height [mm] 6.6 6.6 
Magnet thickness [mm] 5 5 
Relative permeability of iron infinite 4000 
Air gap length [mm] 1.5 1.5 
Tooth width [mm] 5 5 
Electrical loading [A/m] 10141 10141 
Copper loss [W] 74.3 74.5 
Stator iron loss [W] 71.9 68.1 
Calculated torque [Nm] 29.7 30.2 
Torque density [kNm/m3] 7.6 7.7 
Machine efficiency 95.5 95.7 
 
 
 
Fig. 4-21 Flux density distribution from the FEM simulation 
4.7 Conclusions 
By comparing the performances of the RFPM,  multi-stage AFPM and three-
phase TFPM machines shown in Fig. 4-8, Fig. 4-15 and Fig. 4-20, respectively, 
under the considered downhole conditions of a small current density, small 
electrical loading, high temperature, constant speed and without an external 
cooling system, the following conclusions are obtained: 
1) Both the RFPM and the long TFPM machines may have high efficiencies.  
2) Both the RFPM and AFPM machines have high power factors. 
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3) Due to the end winding existing in each stage and the small radial space 
confining the active winding length, the multi-stage AFPM machines, having 
low torque density and low efficiency, are not suitable for the downhole 
applications.  
4) The high-pole TFPM machines present the advantage of high torque density 
as expected. The high-pole TFPM machines with an appropriate axial length 
may compete with the RFPM machines, but their low power factor limits the 
machines to low-speed applications.    
5) The RFPM machines have simple constructions and therefore are more 
robust and more reliable than AFPM and TFPM machines.  
6) The RFPM machines have reliable construction and can provide high torque 
density, efficiency and power factor. Therefore, they present the best 
performance for high- speed downhole applications.  
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5.  Rotor PM and Stator PM Machines 
The investigation in the previous chapter shows that RFPM machine topology 
presents high torque density, high efficiency and high reliability, and is therefore 
preferable for downhole applications. This type of machine has many 
construction variations.  According to the magnet location, they can be classified 
as rotor-PM and stator-PM machines [103]. Each of them has several typical 
topologies. This chapter will briefly study the machine topologies and their main 
characteristics. 
5.1 Rotor-PM Topologies 
The rotor-PM topologies are most popular and have typically four different types: 
surface-mounted, inset, interior-radial and interior-circumferential topologies as 
shown in Fig. 5-1[103] [113]. 
 
(a)   (b) 
 
(c)   (d) 
Fig. 5-1 Rotor PM machine topologies (a) Surface mounted (b) Inset (c) Interior radial (d) Interior 
circumferential [103] 
The torque produced by the rotor PM machines consists of two components, the 
PM torque and the reluctance torque, which are expressed as 
( )3 ( )
2 pm q q d d q
T p I L L I Iψ= − −   (5.1) 
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where ψpm is the winding flux linkage due to the PMs, Ld and Lq are respectively 
the d- and q- axis inductances, and Id and Iq are separately the d- and q- axis 
currents. 
5.1.1 Surface-mounted PM machine 
The radially magnetized PMs are mounted on a steel-core rotor structure as 
shown in Fig. 5-1(a). Since the relative permeability of the magnet material is 
near unity, it acts as a large air gap. The effective air gap is therefore large, 
making Ld and Lq low and nearly the same. The reluctance torque of this machine 
is thus almost zero. Because of the constant magnetic gap between the stator and 
rotor, this machine can provide a square-wave flux distribution and is therefore 
suitable for brushless DC (BLDC) operation. 
5.1.2 Inset PM machine 
In the inset arrangement in Fig. 5-1(b), the PMs are inserted in the steel rotor 
structure. In this configuration, Ld < Lq, and with the same magnet size the peak 
torque developed with the inset magnets is higher than that of the surface-
mounted one because of the reluctance torque determined by the second term in 
the right of (5.1). To produce the same torque, the thickness required for the inset 
magnet is smaller and hence Ld is larger [113].  
5.1.3 Interior-radial PM machine 
In this construction, the PMs are buried inside the rotor structure with radial 
magnetization as shown in Fig. 5-1(c). This machine therefore allows for a high-
speed operation because the PMs are mechanically protected.  With this 
configuration the q-axis inductance is larger than the d-axis inductance (Lq> Ld ), 
and both Ld and Lq are larger than their corresponding values in the surface-
mounted and inset type rotors. 
5.1.4 Interior-circumferential PM machine 
This arrangement of rotor PMs is shown in Fig. 5-1(d). Because of the flux-
focusing effect, this machine yields higher air-gap flux density than the radial PM 
machine. The circumferential magnetization configuration is particularly 
advantageous for ferrite magnets that have low flux density because a substantial 
increase in air-gap flux density can be achieve. This machine is also suitable for 
high speed applications.  
Both the inset and interior PM machines have a sinusoidal air-gap flux 
distribution and are therefore preferable for brushless AC (BLAC) operation.    
5.1.5 Advantages and disadvantages 
Disregarding the different rotor PM arrangements, the rotor-PM machines can 
offer the common advantage of high torque density and high efficiency. However, 
the magnets on the rotors usually need to be protected from the centrifugal force 
by employing a retaining sleeve, which is made of either stainless steel or non-
metallic fiber. This degrades the cooling capability and hence limits the power 
density [109]. Furthermore, these machines suffer from the possibility of 
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irreversible demagnetization by armature reaction flux, particularly in high 
temperature environment that is the case for downhole applications.   
5.2 Stator-PM Topologies  
The stator-PM machines have the PMs located in the stator as shown in Fig. 5-2. 
These machines are derived from conventional SRM by introducing PM into the 
stator to increase their power density and efficiency. These stator PM machines 
remain the characteristics of simple construction and mechanical robustness, 
while having significantly improved power / torque density and efficiency. The 
stator PM machines are typically categorized into doubly salient PM (DSPM), 
flux-reversal PM (FRPM) and flux-switching PM (FSPM) machines [66][67].  
 
(a) 
 
(b)   (c) 
Fig. 5-2  Stator RFPM machines (a) DSPM [108]  (b) FRPM [96] (c) FSPM [56] 
5.2.1 DSPM Machine 
Fig. 5-2 (a) shows a typical DSPM machine topology [108], in which the magnets 
are inset in the stator back iron and concentrated windings are employed. 
Although this machine has a doubly salient construction, the PM torque 
significantly dominates the output torque, hence exhibiting low cogging torque. 
Fig. 5-3 (a) presents its operation principle. The variation of the flux linkage in 
each coil with respect to the rotor position is unipolar. The square-wave EMF 
makes this machine suitable for conventional BLDC operation. By skewing the 
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rotor, it can also be run in BLAC mode. The main drawback of this machine is the 
relatively low torque density, as resulted from the unipolar flux linkage. 
 
 (a)  (b)    (c) 
Fig. 5-3 Operation principle of (a) DSPM (b) FRPM  (c) FSPM  
5.2.2 FRPM machine 
The FRPM machine in Fig. 5-2 (b) has the magnets located on the surface of the 
stator teeth. On each stator tooth surface there is a pair of PMs with different 
polarities. Unlike DSPM machines, the phase flux linkage of a FRPM machine is 
bipolar as presented in Fig. 5-3 (b). And hence its torque density is higher than 
that of a DSPM machine. However, the air-gap flux density in a FRPM machine 
is limited by the PM remanence Br, which constrains the machine torque 
capability. The PMs on the surface of the stator teeth are more prone to partial 
demagnetization like the stator PM machine, and the flux variation in the PMs 
results in significant magnet eddy-current losses [103]. Moreover, the surface-
mounted PMs make the machine less robust compared to the DSPM machine. 
This machine prefers to BLDC operation. 
5.2.3 FSPM machine 
Fig. 5-2 (c) depicts a FSPM machine construction [56] [68], in which the 
circumferentially magnetized PMs are inset between two stator teeth. The 
magnetization is reversed in polarity from one magnet to the next, hence it 
enables flux focusing. The air-gap flux density can reach up to 2.5 T, much higher 
than that of a DSPM machine, 1.5 T [68], and a FRPM machine, limited by Br. In 
addition, the phase flux-linkage variation is bipolar like the FRPM machine. 
Hence, a FSPM machine can have much higher torque capability than a DSPM 
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machine. The investigation presented in [68] shows a FSPM machine can provide 
2.45-3 times higher torque than a DSPM machine with the same current density 
or copper loss. Thanks to the flux focusing, a FSPM machine can also provide 
higher torque density than a FRPM machine with the same current density as 
shown in Fig. 5-4 [110]. Furthermore, since the windings and the magnets are 
magnetically in parallel, rather than in series as in FRPM machines, the influence 
of the armature reaction field on the working point of the magnets is almost 
eliminated. As a result, the electric loading and the specific torque capability of 
the FSPM machine can be higher than that of the FRPM machine.  
The sinusoidal back-EMF waveform as shown in Fig. 5-3(c) indicates that the 
machine is suitable for BLAC operation.   
In summary, among the above-mentioned stator-PM prototypes the FSPM 
machine topology presenting both high torque capability and reliability is 
therefore chosen to compare with the rotor-PM machines for downhole 
applications. 
 
Fig. 5-4 Torque comparison of 12/10 FSPM and 12/16 FRPM machines [110] 
 
5.3 Comparison of stator PM machines and FSPM machines 
Some comparative studies about rotor-PM machines and FSPM machines have 
been presented in [54], [69] and [103]. The advantages of the FSPM topology 
against the rotor-PM topologies are as follows: 
1) Better cooling capability: PMs in the stator make it easier to dissipate heat 
from the stator surface, thereby, to limit the temperature rise of the magnets. 
2) Less de-magnetization field from armature reaction because the windings and 
the magnets are magnetically in parallel. As a result, the electric loading and 
the specific torque capability of the FSPM machine can be higher. 
3) Comparative or even better torque capability based on 1) and 2). 
4) Only steel on the rotor makes the FSPM machines more robust. 
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Additionally, the FSPM machines have concentrated windings, which result in 
less copper loss and are also easy to manufacture. 
However, the FSPM machines introduce additional rotor iron loss caused by the 
flux variation in the rotor iron. This may lead to a lower efficiency. For the 
relatively low speed applications considered here (1000 rpm), the iron loss is 
normally minor compared to the copper loss. So the efficiency difference should 
not be significant. 
Table 5-1gives the comparisons. 
Table 5-1 Performance comparison between FSPM and rotor-PM machines  
 Torque density Reliability Cooling capability Efficiency 
FSPM machine Equal /better Better Better Less 
Rotor-PM machine Equal /less Less Less Better 
 
5.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has studied different rotor-PM and stator-PM machine topologies. In 
general, the former has the capability of providing high torque and efficiency. 
Some stator PM machines have already been presented for downhole applications 
as mentioned in chapter 3. FSPM machine topology, one of the stator-PM 
machines, also presents the same high torque capability as the rotor-PM machines 
(even higher) with higher reliability. It is preferable for reliability premium 
applications and presents a promising potential for downhole applications as an 
alternative to the stator PM machines. Therefore it is chosen to be further 
investigated in next chapter. 
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6.  Flux Switching Permanent Magnet Machines 
Today FSPM machines have been presented for different applications, such as in 
aerospace, automotive and wind energy applications [60][93][94]. Due to the 
doubly salient construction, the performance of a FSPM machine is very sensitive 
to the combination of the stator and rotor pole numbers. This chapter firstly 
reviews different FSPM machines and their characteristics. Then a FSPM 
machine with 12 stator teeth and 14 rotor poles (12/14) is studied in detail and 
compared to the same machine but with 10 rotor poles. Their back EMF, cogging 
torque, electromagnetic torque and machine inductance are investigated by FEM 
analysis and measurements. The 12/14 pole prototype machine is built based on 
an existing 12/10 pole machine. Finally, the 12/14 pole machine is optimized by 
FEM analysis to further improve its output torque.  Most content in this chapter 
has been presented in [3]. 
6.1 Review of different FSPM machines 
In general, the stator and rotor pole number of a FSPM machine should be chosen 
as: 
 1 1 ( 1, 2...)sP k m k= =    (6.1) 
 2 2 ( 1, 2...)r sP P k k= ± =    (6.2) 
where Ps and Pr are respectively the stator pole and rotor pole numbers, k1 is an 
integer number when m is an even number, but for an odd number m it should be 
an even number. In order to balance the radial magnetic force, Pr should be an 
even number [55]. To obtain the maximum torque, Pr should be chosen close to 
Ps. 
Different FSPM machines with various stator and rotor pole combinations and 
their characteristics have been presented [53][55] [57] [95][96],  and are 
summarized below: 
• A 4/2 one-phase FSPM machine shown in Fig. 6-1 (a) was presented for low 
cost and low torque applications  [95][111]. 
• An 8/6 two-phase FSPM machine in Fig. 6-1 (b) was investigated in [112]. 
• 12/10 three-phase FSPM machine topology has been presented for different 
applications because of its essentially sinusoidal three-phase back-EMF 
suitable for standard control systems and  relatively small torque ripple 
[53][56][58]. 12/14 and 12/16 machine topologies were also studied [55] 
[57]. Compared to the 12/10 machine, the former can provide higher torque, 
whilst the latter can’t. The 12/14 machine also has a sinusoidal back EMF as 
the 12/10 one.  
• 6/4, 6/5 and 6/8 machine constructions in Fig. 6-2 were proposed and studied 
[57] [110] in order to reduce the iron loss and magnet eddy-current loss 
whilst maintaining the torque capability of the three-phase FSPM topologies 
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with 12 stator poles. At the same mechanical speed smaller rotor pole number 
means less electrical frequency, and hence less iron loss and magnet eddy 
current loss. The 6/5 machine also has a symmetrically sinusoidal three-phase 
back-EMF and presents higher torque capability than the other two. 
Compared to the 12/10 machine, the torque capability of the 6/5 machine is 
also slightly higher [110]. But this machine presents a significantly 
unbalanced radial force due to the odd rotor pole number [57], which is 
undesirable for downhole applications. The unbalanced radial force can be 
reduced by skewing the rotor. However, skewing the rotor not only increases 
the manufacturing complexity, but also degrades the machine’s torque 
capability. 
•  Multiphase FSPM machines (four, five and six phases) with high number of 
stator and rotor poles were studied for aerospace applications [94]. These 
machines are considered unsuitable for downhole applications because of two 
reasons: a) The small well sizes constrain the machine within low pole 
numbers to limit the flux leakage in the air gap; b) Non-standard complex 
control systems are required. 
Among the above-mentioned machines the three-phase 12/10 and 12/14 machines 
are chosen to be further investigated for downhole application, based on their 
following advantages: 
 Sinusoidal three-phase back EMF suitable for standard control 
systems. 
 High torque capability 
 Balanced radial force 
  
                
(a)            (b) 
Fig. 6-1 FSPM machines (a) 4/2 one-phase  [95] (b) 8/6 two-phase [112] 
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(a) 
 
 
b)    (c) 
Fig. 6-2  Different three-phase FSPM machines (a) 6/4  (b) 6/5  (c) 6/8 [110] 
 
6.2 Machine Construction 
Fig. 6-3 shows two initially designed 12/10 and 12/14 pole three-phase FSPM 
machines, in which the stator tooth width Wst, permanent magnet thickness lpm, 
stator back iron thickness Hsb, stator slots opening Ws and rotor tooth width Wrt 
are chosen to be the same and equal to ¼ the stator pole pitch as shown in Fig. 
6-4. Both machines have exactly the same physical construction, magnet 
arrangement and winding design except their rotor pole numbers. In both 
machines each phase winding consists of four coils and each coil is concentrated 
around two stator teeth with a magnet inset in between. The magnets are 
circumferentially magnetized and the magnetization is reversed in polarity from 
one magnet to the next. For each phase the flux in coils 1 and 2 are respectively 
the same as that in the corresponding phase coils 3 and 4 due to the symmetrical 
machine constructions. 
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    (a)    (b) 
Fig. 6-3  (a) 12/10 pole (b) 12/14 pole machines 
 
 
Fig. 6-4  Part of the machine in a plain form 
6.3 Operating principle 
The electromagnetic torque of a PM machine can be expressed as [97] 
22
i=constant 2 2
pm pm gc s
em s
d dRW dLiT N i
d d dθ θ θ θ
Φ Φ∂
= = + −
∂
. (6.3) 
where Wc is the co-energy, θ is the mechanical angle, i is the phase current, Φpm is 
the mutual flux linking the magnets and the phase coils, Ns is the number of turns, 
Ls is the phase inductance and Rg is the air-gap reluctance.  
The first term in the right side of (6.3) is the PM torque component due to the 
interaction between the PM flux linkage and the armature current. The second 
term is the reluctance torque component caused by the inductance variation at 
different rotor position. For the FSPM machines, it is negligible compared to the 
PM torque component [53]. The last term in (6.3) is the cogging torque, for 
conventional PM machines, it is produced by the interaction between the stator 
slots and the rotor permanent magnets (the source of the varying air-gap 
reluctance). However, for the FSPM machines having doubly salient topology 
with magnets in the stator, the cogging torque is due to the interaction of doubly 
salient stator and rotor structures. As in the conventional PM machines, the 
average of cogging torque in FSPM machines is also zero and therefore does not 
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contribute to the average output torque. So it is only the PM torque component 
that dominates the output torque, which can be expressed as (6.4) by insetting θ = 
ωmt. 
pm pms
s
m
d dN i
T N i
d dtθ ω
Φ Φ
= = .  (6.4) 
where ωm is the mechanical angular speed. 
Both machines have the same operating principle, so the 12/14 machine as an 
example is analyzed.  
In the FSPM machines each coil is wound around two stator teeth with a magnet 
inset in between, so the flux direction in the two stator teeth is always opposite as 
shown in Fig. 6-5. The effective flux in the coil is therefore the summary flux in 
the two stator teeth, and its value varies with respect to the rotor position. In Fig. 
6-5 (a) and (c), the fluxes in the two teeth are equal but in opposite direction, so 
the effective flux in the coil is zero. In Fig. 6-5 (b) and (d) the effective flux 
reaches its maximum value, but their flux directions are opposite.  
In order to simplify the analysis of flux variation, the following assumptions are 
made: 
• The iron has infinite permeability. 
• The air-gap flux is evenly distributed under the overlapped area of the stator 
teeth and rotor teeth. 
• The fringing flux is neglected. 
With the above assumptions, the flux through a stator tooth increases linearly 
when a rotor tooth begins overlapping with the stator tooth until they fully align. 
In this case, the flux variations coupling coils A1 and A2 with respect to the rotor 
position can be analytically figured out and are shown in Fig. 6-6(a). The 
summary flux variation in the two coils is basically sinusoidal. And among the 
flux waveforms of three phases there is 120° electrical degree shift as given in 
Fig. 6-6(b) in which the summary fluxes in coils A1 and A2, B1 and B2, as well as 
C1 and C2 are presented. It should be noted that the positions of phase b and c in 
the 14-pole machine have interchanged compared to those in the 10-pole one as 
shown in Fig. 6-3.  
To take the iron saturation and fringing flux into account, FEM simulations are 
employed to investigate the flux variation. Fig. 6-7, as an example, shows the 
summary flux in coils A1 and A2, which is essentially sinusoidal. Its period 
expressed in mechanical degree is  
2
r
rP
τ
π
θ = .    (6.5) 
where Pr is the rotor pole number. 
Then the flux that couples one phase coil can be expressed as  
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max sin( )pm rPθΦ = Φ .    (6.6) 
where Фmax is the peak value of the summary flux in the four coils of one phase. 
   
(a)   (b) 
    
(c)   (d) 
Fig. 6-5  Flux in a coil at different rotor position (a) zero flux coupling the coil  (b) maximum flux 
(c) zero flux coupling the coil (d) maximum flux in opposite direction of (b) 
 
 
(a) 
       
(b) 
Fig. 6-6  (a) Flux in coil A1, A2 and A1+A2  (b)  Flux in A1+A2, B1+B2 and C1+C2 of 12/14 pole 
machine by analytical calculations 
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Fig. 6-7  Flux in coil A1, A2 and their summary by FEM 
It is shown in Fig. 6-7 that the summary flux in coils A1 and A2 reaches its 
maximum value when the rotor rotates a distance of τr /4 from the zero flux 
position (q-axis position) in Fig. 6-5 (a). At the maximum flux position, d-axis 
position, the fluxes in coil A1 and A2 are the same, ФA1(τr/4) = ФA2(τr/4), as shown 
in Fig. 6-8. So the maximum summary flux in the four coils of phase a can be 
calculated as 
( )max 1 2 12 ( / 4) ( / 4) 4 ( / 4)A r A r A rτ τ τΦ = Φ +Φ = Φ . (6.7) 
 
 Fig. 6-9 depicts the flux paths coupling coil A1 at the q-axis position. The 
effective flux ФA1(τr/4) for torque production can be evaluated by 
1 1 2 3( / 4)A r e e lτΦ = Φ +Φ −Φ .  (6.8) 
where Ф1e and Ф2e respectively represent the effective flux in coil A1 produced by 
magnets PM1 and PM2 (see Fig. 6-9), whilst Ф3l  represents the flux produced by 
PM3 passing through stator tooth P4.  
Eq. (6.8) can be re-written as  
1( / 4)A r st tk W LBστΦ = .   (6.9) 
where Wst is the stator tooth width, Bt is the average flux density in the top of 
stator tooth P3, kσ is the flux leakage factor taking the leakage flux Ф2l and Ф3l 
into account, and kσ is always less than unity and evaluated by  
2 3t st l l
t st
BW L
k
BW Lσ
−Φ −Φ
= .   (6.10) 
Assuming all the coils of each phase are connected in series, then the induced 
phase EMF can be evaluated by   
( )
4
pms dne t
dt
Φ
= .    (6.11) 
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Fig. 6-8  Flux distribution at d-axis position of coil A (a) 12/10 pole machine (b) 12/14 pole 
machine 
 
 
Fig. 6-9  Flux paths coupling winding shown in Fig. 6-8  
 
Substituting (6.6), (6.7) and (6.9) into (6.11) and expressing θ in terms of  ωm and 
t  yields 
( ) cos( )s r m st t r me t k n P W LB P tσ ω ω= .  (6.12) 
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Assuming the phase current is in phase of the induced phase voltage, the output 
torque produced by a FSPM machine can be written as (6.13) from (6.4). 
/ph ph mT mE Iη ω= .   (6.13) 
where m is the phase number, η is the machine efficiency to take iron loss and 
copper loss into account, Eph is the rms value of the induced phase voltage and 
can be expressed as (6.14) from (6.12). Iph is the rms value of the phase current 
and is determined by (4.15).  
/ 2ph s r m st tE k n P W LBσ ω=   (6.14) 
Substituting (6.14) and (4.4)  into (6.13) yields  
2
4 r o st t
T k P D SW LBσ
π
λ η= .  (6.15) 
6.4 Parameter Study  
Since both machines have the same stator and winding arrangement, the only 
difference is the pole number, which means all the parameters in (6.15) are the 
same for both machines except Pr, Bt and kσ. This section will investigate how the 
different poles Pr influence the torque parameters of Bt and kσ. 
6.4.1 Flux density in the stator teeth 
To study Bt, different magnet materials with remanence flux density Br from 0.6 
to 1.2 T are used in these two initial machines and 2D-FEM analysis is employed. 
Fig. 6-10 shows the flux density Bt of both machines with different magnet 
materials. It is observed that the value of Bt in the 12/10 machine is always higher 
than that in the 12/14 one with the same magnet material. This is because the 
shorter rotor pole pitch of the 12/14 machine, which is inversely proportional to 
Pr, leads to an increased leakage flux from the neighbor stator teeth to the rotor as 
clearly seen in Fig. 6-8.  
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Fig. 6-10  Flux density Bt of both machines at d-axis position with different magnet material 
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6.4.2 Flux leakage factor 
Fig. 6-11 presents the leakage factor kσ of both machines at different flux density 
of Bt by FEM simulations. The leakage factor of the 12/10 pole machine is also 
always greater than that of the 12/14 one at the same Bt value because of the 
increased flux leakage afore-mentioned. And for both machines kσ decreases 
along with an increase of Bt due to the increased saturation in the stator teeth. 
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Fig. 6-11  Leakage factor kσ of the two machines at d-axis position at different flux density Bt 
6.4.3 Product of Bt and kσ 
Since the output torque given by (6.15) depends on both Bt and kσ, their product 
value directly indicating the torque capability of the machines is provided in Fig. 
6-12 as the function of Bt. It is shown that the product value reaches its peak 
when Bt is around 1.85 T for the 12/14 machine, whilst it is around 1.9 T for the 
12/10 machine. With a further increased Bt, the corresponding effective flux in 
each machine begins decreasing due to the rapidly increased leakage flux caused 
by the iron saturation even the total flux through the tooth top increases as shown 
in Fig. 6-13.  
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Fig. 6-12  Product of kσ and Bt at different Bt of 12/10 and 12/14 machines 
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Fig. 6-13  The total, effective and leakage flux at d-axis position at different flux density Bt of 
12/10 and 12/14 machines 
6.5 Study of Two Prototype Machines 
Since we do not know so much about the characteristics of both topologies, a 
12/14 pole machine is simply built based on an existing 12/10 pole machine 
prototype presented in [62] in order to study and compare the two machine 
topologies practically. The 12/10 pole machine prototype has a wider diameter 
and lower rated speed than the discussed case as shown in Table 6-1, and has 
been optimized according to the research presented in [53] and [56]. The 12/14 
machine is made by simply replacing a 14 pole rotor instead of the 10 pole one, 
keeping the rotor tooth width unchanged. In order to easily assemble the machine, 
a thin stator iron bridge with a thickness of 1.5 mm was added between U-shape 
stator cores as shown in Fig. 6-14. The FEM simulations show the bridges just 
slightly degrade the machine output torque 1.1%, caused by the leakage flux 
through the highly saturated iron bridges. 
 
Fig. 6-14  3D view of the 12/10 pole prototype 
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6.5.1 Simulations and Measurements 
Fig. 6-15 shows the machine prototypes made in laboratory. The characteristics of 
these two prototypes are firstly investigated by 2D FEM simulations and then 
compared with experimental measurements. For the discussed machines having a 
relatively small axial length, the influence of end effect that is not included in the 
2D FEM simulations is significant and can decrease the flux linkage, the phase 
back EMF, and the output torque by ~10% according to the research presented in 
[53]. To simply take the end effect into account, the presented simulation values 
of the back-EMF and the output torque have been corrected by multiplying 0.9.  
 
Phase number  3 
Number of stator pole 12 
Number of rotor pole 10 or 14 
Outer stator diameter 210 mm 
Inner stator diameter 130 mm 
Stator back iron width 6.3 mm 
Stator tooth width 8.9 mm 
Stator iron bridge 1.5 mm 
Rotor tooth height 18.3 mm 
Rotor tooth width top/bottom 13/18 mm 
Air gap length 1 mm 
Active axial length 50 mm 
Rated speed 400 rpm 
Rated phase current (rms) 3.4A 
Number of turns per pole 174 
Magnet width 8 mm 
Magnet remanence  1.16T 
Magnet relative permeability 1.05 
Specific iron loss factor 2.2W/kg 
 
 
(a)   (b) 
Fig. 6-15  Machine prototype (a) stator (b) rotors  
Table 6-1 PROTOTYPE PARAMETERS 
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6.5.2 Back EMF  
Fig. 6-16 and  Fig. 6-17 respectively show the induced back EMFs at no-load 
condition for the 12/10 pole and 12/14 pole prototype machines by both FEM 
calculations and experimental measurements. Both machines have essentially 
sinusoidal back EMF waveforms and they are symmetrical for three phases. Their 
total harmonic distortions (THD) are investigated by Fourier analysis and are 
respectively around 1.5% and 1.2%. It is also observed that the induced back 
EMF of the 12/14 pole machine is only ~10% higher than the 12/10 pole 
machine. It should be mentioned that the rotor tooth width was optimized for the 
12/10 pole machine to improve the torque, which results in that the top width of 
the rotor tooth is 46% wider than the stator teeth width [62]. For the 12/14 
machine, such wide rotor width leads to enormous flux leakage and hence 
reduces the torque capability. This will be presented later in the subsection of 
Optimization of 12/14 pole machine. 
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 Fig. 6-16  Induced phase back EMF of the 12/10 pole machine 
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 Fig. 6-17 Induced phase back EMF of the 12/14 pole machine 
6.5.3 Cogging torque 
Though the cogging torque does not contribute to the average output torque, it 
causes torque ripple and further speed pulsation, mechanical vibration and 
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acoustic noise, particularly at low inertia and low speed, so it is necessary to 
investigate it.  
Fig. 6-18 and Fig. 6-19 individually depict the cogging torque of the 12/10 and 
12/14 pole machines by both FEM calculations and measurement with respect to 
the rotor position. The result shows that both machines have a similar maximum 
cogging torque around 1 Nm (the 12/14 pole machine has slightly less cogging 
torque). 
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Fig. 6-18 Cogging torque of the 12/10 machine  
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Fig. 6-19 Cogging torque of the 12/14 machine 
6.5.4 Output torque 
Fig. 6-20 and Fig. 6-21 separately present the output torques of both prototype 
machines at the rated current of 3.4A by FEM calculations and measurements. 
The average torque of the 12/14 pole machine is around 11% higher than that of 
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the 12/10 pole machine. And the former, having a peak to peak torque ripple in 
percentage of 5.1%, is also less than the latter, 8.5%.  
Comparing Fig. 6-20 and Fig. 6-21 respectively with Fig. 6-18 and Fig. 6-19, it is 
observed that the torque ripple waveform of each machine is similar to its 
corresponding cogging torque waveform, which indicates that the torque ripple is 
mainly caused by the cogging torque.  
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Fig. 6-20  Output torque of the 12/10 machine 
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 Fig. 6-21  Output torque of the 12/14 machine 
6.5.5 Inductance  
The machine inductance is investigated by the method presented in [98] and the 
details were given in [62]. Fig. 6-22 and Fig. 6-23 respectively show the d- and q-
axis inductances of the two machines by both FEM simulations and 
measurements. Due to the additional rotor iron area along the rotor circumference 
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in the 12/14 pole machine, its inductance is about 15% higher than that of the 
12/10 pole one.  
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Fig. 6-22  Inductance of the 12/10 pole machine 
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Fig. 6-23  Inductance of the 12/14 pole machine 
6.5.6 Efficiency 
Both machine efficiencies are also measured at the rated speed and current. The 
12/14 pole machine has an efficiency of 85%, which is slightly higher than that of 
the 12/10 pole machine, 84%. 
6.6 Optimization of 12/14 Pole Machine 
It is clearly shown in Fig. 6-24 that the flux leakage from the neighbor stator teeth 
to the rotor in the 12/14 pole machine is high at the d-axis position (here phase a) 
due to the high flux saturation (2.1T) in the stator tooth tops and the relatively 
small space between the rotor teeth. The performance of the 12/14 pole machine 
can be improved by optimization. 
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Fig. 6-24  Flux distribution in the 12/14 pole prototype machine at d-axis position of coil A 
 
For simplification, in the presented optimization procedure the stator slot width, 
phase winding and phase current are kept unchanged, so the copper loss is the 
same as before the optimizations. And the total loss of each machine is assumed 
to keep unchanged during the optimization for calculating the output torque by 
FEM simulations. This is because the iron loss is relatively small at a low-speed 
application of 400 rpm, and during the optimization procedure the parameter 
variations that influence the iron loss, which are Bt, Wst and Wrt, are also relatively 
small.  
The flux leakage can firstly be reduced by lessening the magnet thickness to 
decrease the flux saturation in the stator teeth. On the other hand, the total 
magnetic flux produced by the magnets also decreases along with a reduction of 
the magnet thickness. So there is an optimal magnet thickness providing the 
highest output torque. Fig. 6-25 shows the output torques with respect to different 
magnet thicknesses by FEM simulations. Their average torques and peak to peak 
torque ripples have also been presented in Fig. 6-26. It is shown that with 7 mm 
magnet thickness the machine provides the highest average output torque of 35.3 
Nm, whilst with 6 mm magnet thickness the machine has the lowest torque ripple 
of 2.4%.  
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Fig. 6-25  Output torque with different magnet widths 
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Fig. 6-26  Average torque and torque ripple in Fig. 6-25 
Reducing the rotor tooth width to increase the space between rotor teeth can 
further reduce the flux leakage. Meanwhile the flux saturation in the rotor teeth 
will increase along with a decrease of the rotor tooth width. So there is an optimal 
rotor tooth width providing the highest output torque. The output torques from 
FEM simulations with respect to rotor tooth width are illustrated in Fig. 6-27 
while the magnet thickness is fixed to 7 mm. Their average torques and torque 
ripples are provided in Fig. 6-28. It is observed that with 11 mm rotor tooth width 
the machine has both a high output torque of 38.3 Nm and a small torque ripple 
of 2.3%. Compared to the 10/12 pole machine, the output torque is ~23.5% 
higher and the torque ripple is also further reduced. 
The optimized machine efficiency can be approximated by (6.16) and is around 
87%.   
( )/out m out m cu FeT T P Pη ω ω= + +   (6.16) 
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Fig. 6-27  Output torque with different rotor widths (fixed 7 mm magnet thickness) 
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Fig. 6-28  Average torque and torque ripple in Fig. 6-27  
 
6.7 Conclusion 
Both 12/10 and 12/14 pole FSPM machines have been investigated by FEM 
analysis and experimental measurements. Compared to the 12/10 pole machine, 
the results show that the 12/14 pole machine has the following characteristics: 
1. It has a sinusoidal EMF waveform like the 12/10 pole machine. 
2. With the same copper loss, the 12/14 pole machine can provide higher output 
torque. Both the FEM simulations and the experimental measurements show 
the original 12/14 pole machine prototype can provide 11% higher torque than 
the optimized 12/10 pole machine. FEM simulations show that the optimized 
12/14 pole machine could provide ~23.5% higher torque. 
3. Less toque ripple is achieved.  The 12/14 pole prototype has a torque ripple of 
5.1% less than that of the 12/10 pole machine, 8.5%.  The FEM analysis shows 
the torque ripple can be further reduced to 2.3% after optimization. 
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4. Higher efficiency is expected for low speed applications where the copper loss 
is the dominant loss in machines.  
5. Higher inductance than the 12/10 pole machine with the same stator and 
winding design. 
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7. Preliminary Design of a 12/14 pole FSPM machine 
In the previous chapter the 12/14 FSPM machine has been investigated. 
Compared with a 12/10 pole machine, this machine can provide higher torque 
density with less torque ripple. Currently FSPM machines are generally designed 
as an initial machine, in which Hsb = lpm = Wrt = Ws = Wst = τs /4 as shown in Fig. 
6-3 and Fig. 6-4. Thereafter, the optimal parameters and /or performance were 
studied by either finite element method (FEM) simulations or lumped parameter 
magnetic circuit model [56]. Such initially designed FSPM machines usually 
have highly saturated stator iron teeth, which is normally beneficial for a 12/10 
pole machine to improve the output torque. But for a 12/14 pole machine, the 
high saturation will lead to a torque reduction due to the increased flux leakage 
between the stator and rotor. So a new approach is required to design a high-
torque 12/14 pole machine. This chapter newly introduces a simplified lumped 
parameter magnetic circuit model to analytically design the machine, which has 
been presented in [5]. Firstly the machine design parameters are studied 
addressing on high output torque. Then the flux distribution of a typical 12/14 
FSPM machine is investigated by FEM simulations, based on which a lumped 
parameter magnetic circuit model is built up for finding optimal design 
parameters. Finally, the analytically designed machine is verified by FEM 
simulations. 
Machine dimensions
Outer diameter Do
Axial length  L
Airgap g
End
Initial current density J
Analytical design
Machine magnetic design
FEM analysis
Parameter optimization
Thermal behaviour  
Demagnetization field
Increase or 
decrease J
Maximum allowed 
temperature
 
Fig. 7-1  Machine design process 
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Fig. 7-1 provides the general design process of the machine. This chapter is only 
focused on the analytical design part with a fixed current density. The current 
density is dependent on the maximum allowed internal temperature and the 
demagnetization field, which will be discussed in the FEM analysis part and 
presented in next chapter. 
 
7.1 Machine magnetic design 
As presented in the previous chapter, the coil-flux linkage of each phase in a 
12/14 pole machine is essentially sinusoidal with respect to the rotor position. It 
reaches the peak value when the rotor is at the d-axis position as shown Fig. 7-2, 
and at this position the flux in the four coils of the phase is the same as shown in 
Fig. 7-4. 
 
                          
(a)    (b) 
Fig. 7-2  Rotor at (a) d- axis (b) q-axis positions 
When neglecting machine losses, the torque equation (6.15) can be re-written as 
 
2
2 22
4 r t o ss
T k P B D LSc
p σ
π
λ= .  (7.1) 
 
where cs is the ratio of the stator tooth width to the stator pole pitch, and kσ is the 
leakage factor representing the effective flux at the d-axis position and can be 
evaluated here by   
3 4
3
p p
p
kσ
Φ −Φ
=
Φ
 .   (7.2) 
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where Φp3 and Φp4 are respective the flux through the teeth P3 and P4 shown in 
Fig. 7-4 and Fig. 7-5. 
7.1.1 Design parameters 
The stator outer diameter Do and axial length L are generally constrained by the 
available volume of a specific case and are therefore fixed.   
Bt is an important design parameter. Ideally without considering iron saturation, 
higher Bt would produce higher torque according to (7.1). In reality, along with 
an increase of Bt the value of kσ will decrease because of the increased iron 
saturation as shown in Fig. 7-3. This has been presented in the previous chapter. 
It is observed that the product reaches its peak value when Bt is 1.8 ~1.9 T. Here 
Bt is chosen to be 1.8 T, which is typically the saturation flux density of iron 
materials. 
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Fig. 7-3 Leakage factor kσ and the product of kσ and Bt at different Bt 
 
If λ and cs are selected as design variables here, then the other machine 
parameters can be expressed in terms of them as follows: 
The tooth width is calculated as 
st s sW cτ= .    (7.3) 
where τs  is the stator pole pitch and calculated by 
o
s
s
D
P
π λ
τ = .    (7.4) 
The magnet width is determined by 
( )1
2
o
pm
D
W
λ−
= .   (7.5) 
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The stator iron-back thickness Hsb is chosen in such a way that the maximum flux 
density in the stator iron back is the same as Bt. In this way, the iron does not get 
saturated and the copper can have the maximum available area. FEM simulations 
show that the stator back iron thickness should be around 70% of the stator tooth 
width to avoid saturation. The value is the same as that presented in [56]. The 
rotor iron-back thickness Hrb is chosen to be the same as Hsb. 
The height of the rotor tooth Hrt determines the rotor saliency. Generally the 
reluctance torque of the machine is negligible. However, the output torque can be 
slightly increased with higher Hrt. The research based on a 12/10 pole machine 
shows the maximum torque is obtained when the rotor tooth height is around 
twice the stator tooth width [56]. Further increasing the radial height reduces the 
torque, due to the increase in the magnetic potential drop in the rotor tooth body 
because of magnetic saturation and an increase in flux leakage. This conclusion is 
employed for this machine design because of the similar construction of the two 
machines and the negligible reluctance torque value.  
2rt stH W=     (7.6) 
 
The magnet thickness lpm may be started with a small initial value, for example, 1 
mm here, so that Bt is less than 1.8 T. Its final value will be found out later in the 
subsection of design procedure. Then the electrical loading S is determined by the 
available copper area from (4.36), in which  Acu is the copper area in the stator 
and calculated by 
( )
2 2
2
2 2
o o
cu sb s t st pm
D D
A H P H W l
λ
π π   = − − − +   
   
. (7.7) 
 
where Ht is the stator tooth height and given by 
 
( )1
2t o sb
H D H
λ−
= − .   (7.8) 
 
 The rotor tooth width Wrt, unlike the stator parameters, can be freely chosen 
without influencing other design parameters. Although Wrt does not directly 
appear in torque equation (7.1), it affects the air-gap reluctances, further the 
leakage factor kσ and the output torque. The principle for selecting Wrt is to make 
kσ value as big as possible. For a 12/14 machine with lpm = Wst = τs /4, the optimal 
Wrt is found to be τr /3 [117]. In the discussed case both lpm and Wst are varied 
with different λ and cs, the rotor tooth width here is chosen so that the left edge of 
the rotor tooth at the d-axis aligns with the left edge of the stator tooth as T2 and 
P3 shown in Fig. 7-5. In this way, the maximum overlapped area between the 
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stator and rotor teeth is obtained for the chosen Wst and Wrt at the d-axis. Then the 
rotor teeth width is determined by (7.9). If necessary, the rotor tooth width can be 
optimized afterwards by FEM analysis. 
2
2
r
rt st pmW W l
τ
= + −     (7.9) 
where 
( )2o
r
r
D g
P
λ π
τ
−
=     (7.10) 
7.1.2 Flux distribution and lumped parameter model 
So far all the machine parameters in (7.1) are known except kσ. Since Bt and kσ are 
calculated at d-axis position, it is of interest to investigate the flux distribution at 
that position. Fig. 7-4 shows the flux distribution of a typical 12/14 pole machine 
at the d-axis (phase a here). The four coils of phase a have the same flux linkage, 
and the flux in each coil is mainly from the three magnets near the phase coil as 
shown in Fig. 7-5 (a). So it is sufficient only to analyze the flux paths of these 
three magnets for evaluating Bt and kσ. The flux distributions in the air gap 
between the stator and rotor teeth are approximated in Fig. 7-5 (b). The flux 
distributions in the air gap are slightly varied depending on the specific values of 
Wst, Wrt, and lpm (see Appendix A). Fig. 7-6 shows the lumped parameter 
magnetic circuit model of the flux paths in Fig. 7-5 at no-load condition.   
 
 
Fig. 7-4  Flux distribution at the d-axis position of phase a 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 7-5  Flux distribution in the air gap at the d-axis position 
 (a) Flux distribution from FEM simulations (b) the approximation for analytical calculations. 
 
7.2 Lumped parameter magnetic circuit model 
Based on the flux paths in Fig. 7-5, a lumped parameter magnetic circuit model of 
one fourth of the machine is built up at no-load condition as shown in Fig. 7-6. 
Compared with the model in [53] and [117] where half the machine is modeled, 
this model is simplified. In the presented model the end effect is not considered 
since the machine axial length is relatively long compared with its diameter 
(L/Do=2). 
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Fig. 7-6  Lumped parameter models of the flux paths in Fig. 7-5 at no load 
The permanent magnets are simply modeled as a MMF by (7.11) and their 
permeances are calculated by (7.12) . 
0/( )pm pm a pmF l B µ µ=    (7.11) 
where Ba is determined by (4.32). 
where Br is the magnet remanence at room temperature T0, and kpm is the magnet 
temperature coefficient. 
0 /pm pm pm pmP LW lµ µ=    (7.12) 
 
The permeances of the iron parts, Pst, Prt and Psb, are determined by 
0 /rP A lµ µ= .    (7.13) 
where A and l are respectively the cross-sectional area and the length of the 
corresponding iron part, μr is the relatively permeability of the iron part and 
determined by iteration form the B-H curve of the lamination material. 
To calculate the air-gap permeances Pg, Pgil and Pgol the method presented in [53] 
is employed here, and they are presented in Appendix A. 
7.3 Approximation of Magnetization curve 
An expression for the relation between the flux density and the field intensity (B-
H curve) is required for calculating the magnetic reluctance of the iron. In reality, 
it is very difficult to find an expression that can exactly represent the curve. 
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Fortunately, equation (7.14) can be used to approximate the magnetization curve 
[120].  
0( ) ( (coth( ) ))
i
i i i s
i
H aB H H M
a H
µ= + −   (7.14) 
where Ms is saturation magnetization, and α is a material dependent parameter, Bi 
and Hi are respectively the flux density and field intensity in the corresponding 
iron part. 
By varying the values of Ms and α, the shape of the curve obtained from (7.14) 
can be changed. After several iterations, the curve with Ms =1.5 MA/m and α 
=550 shown in Fig. 7-7 can be used as an approximation of the iron 
magnetization curve.  
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Fig. 7-7  Magnetization curve and its approximation 
7.4 Magnetic circuit equations 
 
Fig. 7-8 Magnetic circuit with PMs represented by flux sources 
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Nodal analysis is employed to solve the magnetic circuit. Each permanent magnet 
is represented by a flux source and a flux resistance in parallel as shown in Fig. 
7-8, in which Φpm is given by 
pm pm pmP FΦ = .    (7.15) 
There are totally 17 nodes in the magnetic circuit and the equations between the 
relationship of the these magnetic variables are established as 
 
(1) (1,1)      (1, 2) . . . (1,17)
(2) (2,1)     (2, 2). . .  (2,17)
   .             .       . . .      .  .
   .             .       . . .      .  .
   .             . .
(17)
s
s
s
P P P
P P P
Φ 
 Φ 
 
= 
 
 
 
Φ  
(1)
(2)
.
 
.
      . . .      .  .
(17,1)  (17,2) . . . (17,17) (17)
F
F
P P P F
   
   
   
   
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   
   
   
      
. (7.16) 
 
where 
 Φs(1) - Φs(17)  respectively  represent the flux flowing into the corresponding 
nodes from the flux sources, here Φs(1) = Φs(4) = Φs(5) = Φpm and Φs(2) = Φs(3) = 
Φs(6) = - Φpm, while the others are zero.  
P(m,n), m ≠ n, is the negative permeance value between nodes m and n.  
P(m,m) is the sum of the permeance of those branches connected to node m.  
F(1)- F(17) are respectively the magnetic potential at nodes 1-17.  
When solving (7.16),  the initial permeance value of each iron part is set μr = 
4000. Afterwards, μrk for kth iteration of each iron part is updated based on 
previous calculation as follows: 
Calculating the magnetic field intensity over the corresponding iron part by  
1
1
k
k i
i
F
H
l
−
− ∆= .    (7.17) 
where ΔFik-1 is the magnetic potential drop over the corresponding iron part, 
whose value can be calculated from the magnetic potentials at the nodes.  
Updating μr according to the magnetization curve in Fig. 7-7 by 
1
1
1
1
( (coth( ) ))
k
k i
i s k
k i
r k
i
H aH M
a H
H
µ
−
−
−
−
+ −
= . (7.18) 
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Repeating the procedure with the updated μr value until Bik and Hik   fulfill (7.14). 
Bik is obtained from 
/k ki iB F P A= ∆ .    (7.19) 
It should be mentioned that the magnetic saturation over teeth T4 is 
underestimated since the flux from P7 is not considered. Fortunately, the 
saturation is negligible due to the large air-gap reluctance because of the small or 
even no overlapped iron area between teeth P6/P7 and T4 as shown in Fig. 7-5.  
7.4.1 Design procedure 
Machine dimensions
Outer diameter Do
Axial length  L
Airgap g
Saturation flux  density 
Bt=1.8T
Initial value  λ=0.3
Initial value lpm=1 mm
Solving the model and calculating S,   kσ and Bt
Calculating  output torque
Bt ≥1.8T
Initial value cs=0.2
lpm=lpm+0.2mm
cs=0.33
λ=0.65
End
cs=cs + 0.01
λ=λ+0.05
Calculating Wst ,Hrb ,Wpm and  Hsb
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Calculating the  permeances in circuit model
Calculating Wrt  
 
 
Fig. 7-9  Magnetic design process of the machine 
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To calculate the maximum output torque from (7.1) with certain λ and cs, the 
value of kσ should be known when Bt is 1.8 T. This is achieved by gradually 
increasing lpm based on the given initial value, then recalculating Wrt from (7.9) 
and further all the permeances in Fig. 7-8. Thereafter, solving the model to figure 
out Φp3 and Φp4 and further kσ and Bt.  Repeating the process until Bt = 1.8 T. 
Now lpm and kσ are known and the output torque can be evaluated by (7.1). Fig. 
7-9 presents the design procedure. 
Fig. 7-10 shows the leakage factor as function of λ and cs. For each cs the value of 
kσ increases along with an increase of λ, and for each λ there is an optimal cs 
where kσ reaches its maximum value. 
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Fig. 7-10  Leakage factor kσ as function of split ratio λ and stator tooth factor cs 
Fig. 7-11 presents the output torque as function of λ and cs. There is an optimal λ 
and cs giving the maximum output torque. Fig. 7-12 and Fig. 7-13 respectively 
show the maximum output torque with respect to split ratio λ and stator tooth 
factor cs. It is found that the optimal λ is around 0.5 and cs is around 0.25 for the 
case discussed here. Table 7-1 lists the parameters of the designed machine.   
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Fig. 7-11  Output torque as function of split ratio λ and stator tooth factor cs 
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Fig. 7-12  Maximum output torque at different split ratio λ 
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Fig. 7-13 Maximum output torque at different stator tooth factor cs 
 
Table 7-1: Machine parameters of preliminary design  
 
 
Parameter Value 
Do 100 mm 
L 200 mm 
g 0.5 mm 
λ 0.5 
cs 0.25 
Ps 12 
Pr 14 
Wrt 3.4 mm 
Wst 3.2 mm 
Hsb 2.2 mm 
Ht 23 mm 
Hrt 6.4 mm 
lpm 2.4 mm 
Br 1.16 T 
kf 0.6 
J 4 A/mm2 
Tθ 150º 
kpm -0.00045 K-1 
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7.5 FEM verification 
In order to verify the analytical results and also to optimize the rotor tooth width, 
2D FEM simulations are performed in this section. Firstly the designed machine 
is studied by the FEM simulations and the results are compared with those from 
the analytical ones. The torque capability of the machines with varied Wst and Wrt 
are also investigated afterwards.  
7.5.1 Simulation of the designed machine 
The machine with the parameters given in Table 7-1 is investigated by FEM 
simulations, in which the B-H curve in Fig. 7-7 is employed for the iron material 
and Ba determined by (4.32)  is set to 1.09 T to take the temperature influence 
into account. Fig. 7-14 shows the flux distribution of the machine at the d-axis 
position with no load (J = 0), from which Bt and kσ are obtained. Fig. 7-14 
presents the output torque from the simulation. And Table 7-2 lists the results 
from both the lumped parameter magnetic circuit model and the FEM 
simulations. The torque calculated from the circuit model is about 3.3% higher 
than that from the FEM simulations.  
 
Fig. 7-14  Flux distribution of the designed machine at no load 
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Fig. 7-15  The output torque from FEM simulations 
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Table 7-2: Flux density Bt, Leakage factor kσ and torque for preliminary design  
 
 
 
 
7.5.2 Machines with varied Wst and Wrt 
The torque capability of the machines with varied Wst and Wrt are studied base on 
the following conditions:  
1. Keeping Ws, J, g and λ unchanged. 
2. Keeping the relation of Hsb= Hrb= 0.7 Wst. 
3. Wst varied from 3.0 to 3.6 mm. As a consequence, lpm decreases along with an 
increase of Wst. 
4. For each Wst, Wrt varied from 3.2 to 3.8 mm. 
Fig. 7-16 shows the output torque as function of stator and rotor tooth width.  The 
maximum torque, 25.2 Nm, is obtained when Wst = 3.2 mm and Wrt = 3.6 mm. 
Compared with the analytical designed machine, the stator tooth width is the 
same and the rotor tooth width is slightly (5.9 %) wider and the torque is only 
2.4% higher. So the presented simplified magnetic parameter circuit model can be 
used to preliminarily design the high torque machine.  
 It is observed from the figure that the optimal Wst for maximum torque is almost 
independent of Wrt in the case discussed here. So the selection of Wrt does not 
significantly affect the selection of the stator parameters, but it does influence the 
maximum torque value.  
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Fig. 7-16 Output torque as function of stator and rotor tooth width  
kσ and Bt are also investigated at no load condition and presented in Fig. 7-17 and 
Fig. 7-18, respectively. Along with an increase of Wst, the value of Bt decreases in 
 Analytical FEM 
Bt (T) (no load) 1.8 1.8 
kσ   (no load) 0.67 0.69 
T (Nm) 25.4 24.6 (average) 
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Fig. 7-18 due to the shorter lpm, consequently, kσ increases as shown in Fig. 7-17. 
In the presented case, Bt is mainly determined by Wst, but slightly influenced by 
Wrt. Bt increases when Wrt increases. But kσ is going to decrease for a wide Wrt, for 
example, Wrt =4.0 mm here. The maximum torque is obtained when Bt is around 
1.8 T, which is the same value as that employed in the analytical design 
procedure.  
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Fig. 7-17  kσ as function of stator and rotor tooth width 
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Fig. 7-18 Bt as function of stator and rotor tooth width  
 
7.6 Conclusion 
This chapter has newly introduced a simplified lumped parameter magnetic 
circuit model for analytically designing a high-torque 12/14 pole FSPM machine. 
And the design procedure of how to find out the optimal design parameters is also 
presented. The designed machine has been verified by FEM simulations. 
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8. Performance study of the machine by FEM 
simulations 
 In the previous chapter the magnetic design of a 12/14 pole machine has been has 
presented. This chapter will investigate the performance of the machine in 
downhole applications where the ambient temperature is assumed to be 150°C 
and no external forced cooling is available. The maximum temperature in the 
machine should not be over 200°C, limited by both the PM material and winding 
insulation. Firstly, the number of turn and machine inductance are studied. Later, 
the output torque, machine losses, power factor and efficiency are investigated 
based on finite element method (FEM). Additionally, the magnet demagnetization 
field and machine thermal phenomenon are also presented. Most of the results in 
this chapter have been published in [6]. 
8.1 Inductance and number of turns  
The accuracy of calculating the steady-state performance of permanent magnet 
machines depends on the accuracy of calculating the synchronous reactance in the 
d- and q-axis. In [99]-[101] different analytical approaches and FEM analysis 
have been introduced. For the discussed machine it is not easy to analytically 
calculate the reactance due to the complexity of the flux paths and leakage in the 
air gap. Additionally, the reactances are sensitive to the iron saturation. Here 
FEM analysis is employed.  
 
(a)   (b) 
Fig. 8-1  (a) d-axis position (b) q-axis position of phase a 
 
Considering the position where the rotor is aligned with the d- or q- axis of phase 
a as shown in Fig. 8-1 and the injected three-phase currents are 
max
max
2
cos( ) cos( )
21 cos( ) cos( )
2 2
coil f
a r r
coil
coil f
b c r r
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A k J
i I P t P t
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A k J
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ω ω
ω ω
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= =



= = − = −

. (8.1) 
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where Acoil is half the slot area, ncoil is the number of turns of each coil, it is one 
fourth the phase-coil turns, ns. 
Then Ld and Lq of each phase can be calculated by [100] 
 
( )maxmax 2
max
max max2
max
2
or
=
2
    
d pmd pm
d coil
coil fd axis d axis
q q
q coil
coil fq axis q axis
L n
I A k J
L n
I A k J
ψ ψ
ψ
−−
−
−
− −
− −
 Φ −Φ−
 = =
 
 
 Φ
 =
 
 
 (8.2) 
where Φd-max and Φq-max are respectively the maximum summary flux in four 
phase-a coils at d- and q-axis positions.  ψd-max and ψq-max, are separately the peak 
flux-linkage at d- and q-axis, ψpm and Φpm are individually the flux linkage and 
flux produced by PM alone. 
As can be seen from (8.2), the inductances are proportional to the square of the 
turn numbers. If assuming the machine has one-turn coil, its one-turn inductance 
L1-d/q is directly given by (8.2) with Φd-max, Φq-max  and Φpm obtained from FEM 
simulations as shown in Fig. 8-2, and Φpm = 3.22 mWb. Then the inductance with 
ncoil turns is: 
2
/ 1 /d q coil d qL n L −=      (8.3) 
where L1-d/q is the phase inductance with one-turn coil in the d or q-axis, and they 
are respectively L1-d =4.27 uH and L1-q=5.27 uH from the FEM simulations.  
It is observed from Fig. 8-2 that due to the iron saturation the peak flux at the d-
position is not symmetrical at the positive and negative current, so the average 
between them is employed.  
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Fig. 8-2  Flux at d and q axis from FEM simulations 
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The number of phase-coil turns is limited by the voltage limitation Vmax of the 
converter used for control. A typical equivalent circuit of one phase in electrical 
machines is shown in Fig. 8-3. 
Ls Rs
Eph
V
 
Fig. 8-3  Equivalent circuit of one phase of an electrical motor 
 
max( )ph ph s sV E I jX R V= + + ≤   (8.4) 
where Eph is the phase back EMF (rms value) proportional to ncoil, the phase EMF 
with one-turn coil, E1-turn, is obtained by FEM simulations shown in Fig. 8-4 and 
its rms value is 3.5 V. Rs is the copper resistance and evaluated from (8.5), Xs is 
the phase reactance and calculated by (8.7). Iph is the phase current (rms) 
determined by (8.8). 
28 8 ( )
( / )
coil cu cu coil cu end
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Fig. 8-4  Phase back EMF with one-turn coil 
 
where lend  is approximated by 
2 ( ) / 2end o t sl D H pπ λ= +    (8.6) 
s r m sX P Lω=     (8.7) 
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Assuming the FSPM machine is controlled to only have q-axis current Iq (Id=0), 
and it is determined by  
coil f
q ph
coil
A k J
I I
n
= =     (8.8) 
Substituting (8.5), (8.7) and (8.8) into (8.4)  yields 
 
max
1 1
( )
     8
ph q r m q s
turn coil coil cu cu r m coil f coil q
V E I jP L R
E n n J L jP A k Jn L
ω
ρ ω− −
≥ + +
≥ + +
. (8.9) 
The turn number of each coil is limited by 
 
( )
2
max
22
1 1( 8 )
coil
turn cu cu r m coil f q
V
n
E J L P A k JLρ ω− −
≤
+ +
.        (8.10) 
 
Here Vmax = 415V and ncoil  is selected to be 96.  
 
Then the cross-sectional area of the conductor is calculated by (8.11) and it is 
around 0.72 mm2. 
 
24
cu f
con
coil
A k
A
n
=     (8.11) 
8.2 Losses and machine efficiency 
In order to investigate the machine efficiency and the thermal behavior, the 
machine losses that contribute to heating are studied. The losses considered here 
are the iron loss in stator and rotor, the copper loss in the stator winding including 
the end parts, (only the ohmic losses are considered, eddy current loss in the 
copper is neglected) and the magnet eddy current loss. 
8.2.1 Iron losses  
The iron loss significantly depends on the iron material. Fig. 8-5 depicts the 
specific losses of M330-35A. The loss is frequency dependent and the curve in 
the considered case is the one at 233 Hz (Prωm). Then the iron loss in each part is 
determined by 
feP WG= .    (8.12) 
where W is the specific loss in the corresponding iron part dependent on the peak 
flux density that can be obtained by FEM simulations, and G is the weight of the 
corresponding iron part.  For calculating the loss in the teeth where the peak 
density at the top and bottom may be different, its average peak value is 
employed.  
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The weight of the stator back iron part Gsb is figured out as  
( )( )sb fe o sb s pm sbG L D H P l Hρ π= − − .  (8.13) 
The weight of the stator teeth is expressed as  
 2st s t st feG P H W Lρ= .   (8.14) 
The weight of the rotor teeth part is evaluated as 
rt r rt rt feG P H W Lρ= .   (8.15) 
The weight of the rotor back iron is  
 ( )(1 ) 2 2rb fe o rt rb rbG L D g H H Hρ π λ= − − − − .  (8.16) 
 
Table 8-1 lists the peak flux densities and the calculated loss. 
 
Fig. 8-5  Characteristics curve of M330-35A [82] 
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Table 8-1 Peak flux density in iron parts with J = 4 A/mm2 
Iron parts Weight (kg) Peak flux density (T) Specific loss (W/kg) Loss (W) 
Stator tooth top /bottom 2.70 1.9 /1.3 28 75 
Stator back iron 0.99 1.7 35 35 
Rotor tooth top /bottom 0.54 1.7/1.7 35 19 
Rotor back iron 0.37 1.6 28 11 
 
8.3 Copper loss 
The copper loss is calculated at 200 °C and it is determined by (8.17). The 
calculated loss Pcu is 185 W. 
 
2
_ 200cu ph sP I R=     (8.17) 
 
where Rs-200 is the copper  resistance at Tθ = 200°C and given by 
  
( )_ 200 1 ( 20)s s cuR R Tθ α= + − .  (8.18) 
8.4 Magnet eddy current loss 
In analysis and design of PM machines, the eddy-current effect in the permanent 
magnet is usually neglected. This assumption is acceptable for ferrite magnets 
because their conductivity is very low or for low-speed applications. Rare-earth 
magnets exhibit much higher conductivity and the magnet properties are more 
sensitive to temperature variation than other magnets. The eddy-current loss in the 
machines with such magnets can be comparable to the iron losses in some 
applications [83][84], particularly for machines with concentrated winding, the 
eddy current loss is much larger than that in distributed winding motor due to the 
wider slot opening [89].  
The eddy current loss is caused by the flux variation in the magnets. In FSPM 
machines the eddy-current loss variation caused by the current is negligible [87]. 
So the loss at no load condition is investigated. This is done by FEM simulations 
in COMSOL as follows: 
1. Setting the current density J=0 (no load) and the PM conductivity σ = 7.1x105 
S/m. 
2. Setting the machine speed ωm = 1000 rpm, then the rotor position is time 
dependent. 
3. Running the simulation with the solver of time dependent to calculate the 
resistive heating density in W/m3 in the PMs at different positions as the 
example shown in Fig. 8-6. 
4. Integrating the resistive heating density over the PM volumes to get the total 
loss.  
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Fig. 8-6 The resistive heating density [W/m3] in the PMs when t=0.006s 
The total magnet eddy current loss at different rotor positions is presented in Fig. 
8-7. Its average value Ppm is 26 W. 
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Fig. 8-7  Eddy-current loss from FEM simulations 
8.5 Machine Efficiency and power factor  
The machine efficiency is evaluated by (8.19). 
 
( ) ( )3 / 3ph ph fe cu pm ph phE I P P P E Iη = − − −   (8.19) 
 
The power factor is determined by 
( )_ 200 /ph ph sPF E I R V= + .   (8.20) 
8.6  Output torque and torque density 
The output toque is obtained from FEM simulations and shown in Fig. 8-8, in 
which the magnet temperature coefficient has been taken into account using 
(8.21) with Tθ = 200 °C. The average torque is 25.2 Nm. 
( )1 ( 20)m r pmB B T kθ= + −    (8.21) 
where Bm is magnet flux density used in the FEM simulations. 
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Fig. 8-8  The output toque from FEM simulations 
The torque density is calculated by (4.23). 
8.7 Machine performance  
Table 8-2 presents the machine performance parameters from the investigations. 
Table 8-2 Machine performance parameters 
Parameter Value 
V 412 V 
Eph 336 V 
Iph 2.88 A 
ns 384 turns 
Ld 39.4 mH 
Lq 48.6 mH 
Rs 4.4 Ω 
Pout 2.7 kW 
T 25.2 Nm 
ξT   14.6 kNm/m3 
η 87.9% 
PF 0.87 
8.8 Thermal investigation 
Insulation is the weakest part of a machine and hence can be easily destroyed by 
overheating, which depends on the maximum winding temperature in the 
machine. For this machine, the chosen insulation temperature class of the winding 
is 200°C (IEC317-13), its continuous work temperature is 200°C, and maximum 
allowable hot-spot temperature is 320°C [102].    
For FEM simulations, it is quite laborious to draw all the separate conductors in 
the geometry. In order to simplify the slot presentation, the mixed copper 
conductor method presented in [121] is used. In this method all the materials in 
each slot except the main insulation, such as the copper conductors, the varnish in 
the slot and the turn insulations, are lumped together into a single equivalent 
material. The thermal conductivity for this material (needed for thermal 
simulations) is empirically determined and is between 2 and 5 times the thermal 
conductivity of air. 
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Table 8-3 The thermal conductivities for materials 
Materials Steel Copper Air Aluminum Magnet Varnish Equivalent 
 material 
Thermal conductivity  
(W/m/K) 
44.5 400 0.03 201 9 0.4 0.1 
 
The machine is installed within an aluminum frame with 1 cm thickness. Since 
this frame is not an active part of the machine and has no contribution for torque 
production, this part is therefore not considered during the machine design 
procedure. 
For downhole applications the machine outer surface is surrounded by liquid and 
the temperature is assumed to be constant, for example, 150°C here. Fig. 8-9 
shows the temperature distribution of the machine from the static-state FEM 
simulation with the calculated losses. The maximum temperature in the coil parts 
is around 200°C. 
 
Fig. 8-9 Temperature distribution in the machine from FEM simulation 
8.9 Demagnetization field 
The torque capability of a PM machine is not only dependent on the cooling of 
the machine and the current capability of the inverter. Its torque capability is also 
dependent on the strength of the demagnetization field that the magnets can 
withstand. In the last section, the machine was designed without considering the 
demagnetization of the magnets and the phase current was only determined by the 
available copper area in the stator according to (4.36). In any PM machine, there 
is a risk of demagnetization of the magnets due to the high currents that produce a 
reverse field. A typical demagnetization characteristic for Ne-Fe-B and Sm-Co 
magnet materials is shown in Fig. 8-10. This characteristic is essentially linear 
with a slope μpmμ0 from its residual flux density Br to a flux density BD. In this 
linear region, the recoil line coincides very closely with the demagnetization line. 
As long as the demagnetizing field intensity does not exceed the magnitude HD, 
the recoil line will fall along the original demagnetization line and the torque 
capability of the machine will be preserved. So the phase current in the stator 
must be constrained so that no part of the magnet has its flux density reduced 
beyond the value BD.  
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The critical point (BD, HD) on the demagnetization curve is temperature 
dependent.  For Ne-Fe-B magnet material, BD is around 0.05 T at 150 °C, and for 
Sm-Co magnet material, it is normally lower than 0 at 200 °C.  
 
Fig. 8-10 Demagnetization characteristic of PM material 
 
According to [70]-[72], to prevent demagnetization of the magnet the stator 
current must be limited so that 
 D m cB B B< − .   (8.22) 
where Bm is flux density over the magnet at no load condition, in which the stator 
current is zero, and Bc is the peak flux density over the magnet with stator current 
acting alone. Both the values can be investigated by FEM simulations.  
8.9.1  Bm at no load condition 
Bm is rotor position dependent value as shown in Fig. 8-11 and Fig. 8-12 when θ is 
respectively at 0, 6.5 and 13 mechanical degrees. When considering the 
demagnetization, only the x component of the flux that is against the 
magnetization direction of the magnets is considered. In order to know the flux 
density distribution over the whole magnets, the x component of the flux density 
along three different lines in the radial directions, which are marked as Line 1 
(left edge of the magnet), Line 2 (middle line of the magnet) and Line 3 (right 
edge of the magnet ), are investigated and presented in Fig. 8-12, in which “Y” at 
the x-axis in the figures are the distance from the machine center point to the 
point where the flux density is given along the lines.    
 
        
(a)   (b)   (c) 
Fig. 8-11  (a) Zero position (b) 6.5 degree position (c) 13 degree position 
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(c) 
Fig. 8-12  X components of the flux densities in the magnet at different positions along (a) Line 1 (b) 
Line 2 (c) Line 3 
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It is observed that the flux in the magnets is evenly distributed in the magnet 
except at the inner and outer boundary edges. And the values are dependent on 
the rotor position. Here the average flux density (x component) along the middle 
line is employed as Bm. and its value as function of the rotor position is shown in 
Fig. 8-15. 
8.9.2 Evaluation of Bc 
The Bc value is investigated with only stator current by setting the magnet as free 
space. These three phase currents are rotor position dependent and determined by 
(8.23). 
 
( )
( )
( )
2 sin / 2
2 sin 7 / 6
2 sin / 6
a ph r
b ph r
c ph r
I I P
I I P
I I P
θ π
θ π
θ π
= −
= −
= +
  (8.23) 
 
Fig. 8-13 shows the flux distributions in the magnet when θ is at 0, 6.5 and 13 
mechanical degrees, respectively. Fig. 8-14 presents the x component of the flux 
density along the three lines. The flux is also evenly distributed in the magnet 
except at its inner and outer boundary edges and the flux density varies at 
different rotor positions. For simplicity, the average flux density along the middle 
line is employed as Bc, and its value as function of the rotor position is presented 
in Fig. 8-15. 
 
          
(a)   (b)   (c) 
Fig. 8-13  (a) Zero position (b) 6.5 degree position (c) 13 degree position 
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(c) 
Fig. 8-14  X components of the flux densities in the magnet at different positions along (a) Line 1 (b) 
Line 2 (c) Line 3 
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It is observed that the minimum Bm is 0.23 T, which is independent of stator 
current, is much higher than the peak value Bc, 0.05 T. So there is no risk of 
demagnetization of the magnet with the given current density. 
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Fig. 8-15  Flux density in the magnet from FEM simulations 
 
8.10 Conclusions 
This chapter investigates a flux-switching permanent magnet with 12 stator poles 
and 14 rotor poles for downhole application where the ambient temperature is 
around 150 °C. This machine has an outer diameter of 100 mm and an active 
axial length of 200 mm. The investigations show that the machine can provide ~ 
2.7 kW power with the output torque up to 25 Nm, an efficiency of ~ 88%, and a 
power factor of 0.87. The maximum temperature in the machine is around 200 °C 
without external cooling. 
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9.  Machine Prototype and Measurement 
The prototype of the machine presented in the previous chapter is built in the 
laboratory. The detail about the machine construction and the test bench are 
provided along with the measurement results. The machine is only tested in room 
temperature. Based on the measured results the machine performance at an 
ambient temperature of 150°C is predicted.  
9.1 Prototype construction 
Fig. 9-1 shows the prototype machine made in the Laboratory. In this section, the 
detailed construction of the machine is explained.  
 
 
Fig. 9-1  Prototype machine 
 
9.1.1 Stator 
This machine stator consists of 12 stacked U-shaped stator laminations and 48 
pieces of permanent magnets as shown in Fig. 9-2. The laminations are laser cut 
and the iron material is M330-35A bonding varnish [118]. The laminations 
dimensions are given in Fig. 9-3. The magnets are glued to the side surface of 
each stator lamination. After assembly the inner stator diameter increases from 51 
to 51.3 mm. This results in an air gap of 0.65 mm between the stator and rotor, 
instead of 0.5 mm from the analytical design. How the air gap increment 
influences the machine performance will be presented later in the subsection of 
measurements and analysis. 
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(a)   (b) 
Fig. 9-2   (a) Stator (b) U-shaped stacked stator lamination and permanent magnet 
 
 
Fig. 9-3   Dimensions of the stator laminations (a) cross-section (b) stack axial length 
 
The magnet dimensions are given in Fig. 9-4 and the material used in the 
prototype is Ne-Fe-B Neorem 593a, which has a high temperature coefficient than 
Sm-Co magnet material. Fig. 9-5 presents its characteristics. Since the machine is 
only going to be tested at room temperature, the machine performance influenced 
by the temperature coefficient is negligible. Each piece of the magnets is 50 mm 
long (one fourth of the machine axial length), so there are four pieces of magnets 
glued between two U-shaped stator stacks along the axial direction, which means 
that the magnets are axially segmented. Due to this, not only is the eddy current 
loss in the magnets partly reduced, it also makes it easier to assemble the machine 
due to avoiding the strong magnetic force from a big piece of magnet.  
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Fig. 9-4  Magnet dimensions 
 
 
Fig. 9-5 Characteristics of magnet Ne-Fe-B Neorem 593a 
9.1.2 Rotor 
As mentioned previously there is rotor iron loss in this machine. In order to 
reduce the loss, the rotor is also made of lamination with the same iron material as 
the stator. Fig. 9-6 shows the stacked rotor lamination and the dimensions. Fig. 
9-7 shows the rotor with the shaft. 
   
Fig. 9-6  Rotor  
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Fig. 9-7  Rotor with the shaft 
 
9.1.3 Winding 
The concentrated windings are pre-wound in the laboratory and then inset into the 
stator slots.  According to the design requirement, the wire cross-sectional area 
should be 0.72 mm2 to achieve a winding factor of 0.6. But due to the technical 
limitation in the laboratory, the wire used has a cross-sectional area of 0.5 mm2, 
resulting in a smaller winding factor equal to 0.42 and an increased stator winding 
resistance of 6.0 Ω. Fig. 9-8 shows the stator with the windings and the winding 
connections are shown in Fig. 9-9. 
 
 
Fig. 9-8  Stator with windings 
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Fig. 9-9  Winding connection 
9.1.4 Frame 
An aluminum frame is added outside to house the stator as shown in Fig. 9-10. 
This frame is not an active part of the machine and has no contribution to torque 
production. So this part was not considered during the machine design procedure. 
Actually, the aluminum frame may introduce extra eddy current loss that has been 
studied in [91]. Opening a slot along each magnet on the frame as shown in Fig. 
9-11 can partly reduced the loss. Due to the complexity of digging such a long 
slot inside, the frame here is made without the slots.  
   
       
Fig. 9-10  Stator with the aluminum frame 
 
Fig. 9-11  (Original planed) slotted frame  
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9.2 Test bench 
The machine is installed on a test bench as shown in Fig. 9-12, where the FSPM 
machine is connected to a DC motor with a torque meter in between. The DC 
machine can operate either as motor to drive the FSPM machine or as a generator 
to load it. During the open circuit test, the FSPM machine is driven by the DC 
machine for measuring the back EMF and cogging torque. During the no-load and 
loaded tests the FSPM machine is driven by a standard three phase converter, 
ACS 850 from ABB Company, which has a maximum power of 3 kW, maximum 
output current of 8 A and output voltage up to the input voltage of the power 
supply (here 400V). It can be remotely controlled from a PC as shown in Fig. 
9-13.  
 
Fig. 9-12  Test bench: machine installation 
 
        
(a)    (b) 
Fig. 9-13  (a) Test bench: Control part (b) Converter 
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9.3 Measurement results and analysis 
In this section, the machine inductance, resistance, back EMF, machine loss, and 
the output torque are measured. Since the air gap length and winding factor of the 
prototype have varied from the original design, the machine performance is re-
investigated by 2D- FEM calculations with the new values. The re-calculated 
results are compared with the measured. 
9.3.1 Inductance and stator resistance 
The inductance and resistance are re-calculated by FEM simulations as mentioned 
in the previous chapter. Here the iron saturation is neglected by setting the PMs in 
the machine as free space. 
 
       
(a)              (b) 
Fig. 9-14  (a) d-position (b) q-position of phase a 
 
Fig. 9-14 shows the flux distribution at the d-and q-position and Fig. 9-15 
provides the flux variation. It is observed that the magnetic field produced by the 
current is in parallel with the magnetization direction of the magnets and very 
little part crosses the magnets, so the effective air gap is relatively small, which 
results in high machine inductance, as a consequence. Both the simulated and 
measured values are listed in Table 9-1, where the measured values are directly 
given from the converter after identification (ID) running. Due to the smaller 
winding factor, here the current density is 4.8 A/mm2, more than the preciously 
used value of 4 A/mm2. It is also noticed the measured inductances are slightly 
higher than the simulation results. The difference is most likely the leakage 
inductance from the end winding which is not included in the simulation result 
from 2D-FEM analysis. This is not verified due to the computation limitation 
(3D- FEM analysis is required). 
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Fig. 9-15  Flux at d and q-position from FEM with setting PMs as free space 
 
Table 9-1 Machine parameters 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9.3.2 Back EMF 
Fig. 9-16 and Fig. 9-17 respectively present the FEM calculated back and the 
measured EMF.  
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Fig. 9-16  Back EMF of the machine with an air gap of 0.65 mm 
 
Parameter FEM (neglecting saturation) Measured 
g   0.65 mm 0.65 mm 
J  4.8 (A/mm2) 4.8 A/mm2 
ns 384 384 
kf 0.42 A 0.42 A 
Iph  2.4  A 2.4  A 
Ld   58   mH 66  mH 
Lq  70   mH 84   mH 
Rs  6.25   Ω 6   Ω 
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Fig. 9-17  Back EMF from measurement at speed of 1000 rpm  
 
The measured back EMF having a peak value of 360 V is about 10% smaller than 
that from the FEM simulations, ~400V. The latter is from 2D-FEM simulation, in 
which the end effect is not taken into account. To investigate the end effect, 3D 
FEM simulation is required. Due to the computation limit of the available 
computer, this could not be successfully performed. Compared to the back EMF 
of the machine with g = 0.5 mm (peak value is 480 V) presented in the previous 
chapter, the recalculated EMF is 17% less due to the air gap increase. This 
implies that this machine is very sensitive to the air gap length. The smaller the 
air gap, the better the machine performance. In reality, the air gap length is 
constrained by manufacturing tolerance. 
9.3.3 No load loss 
No load test is carried out to investigate the no-load loss of the machine, 
including iron loss and magnet eddy current loss. The test machine is decoupled 
from the DC machine and driven by the converter. The power needed to run the 
machine at certain speed is the no-load loss at that speed, which can be directly 
read from the PC screen. Fig. 9-18 gives the measured no-load losses at different 
speeds. 
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Fig. 9-18  No load losses from measurements 
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The iron loss and the magnet eddy current loss of the prototype are also 
investigated by FEM calculations as presented in the previous chapter. Table 9-2 
lists the specific iron loss and the magnet eddy current loss in the magnets is 
around 23.4 W. The summary of the losses, 118.5W, is slightly higher than the 
measured no-load loss at 1000 rpm, 100W.  
 
Table 9-2 Specific iron loss 
Iron parts Weight (kg) Peak flux density [T] Specific loss (W/kg) Loss (W) 
Stator tooth top /bottom 2.70 1.7 /1.3 21 56.7 
Stator back iron 0.99 1.4 17 17 
Rotor tooth top /bottom 0.54 1.6/1.7 28 15.1 
Rotor back iron 0.37 1.4 17 6.3 
Total  4.6 ----- ----- 95.1 
 
9.3.4 Copper loss and total loss  
 Fig. 9-19 presents the copper loss, no load loss and the total loss from both FEM 
simulations and measurement at room temperature. Since this machine has 
relatively low electrical loading (low winding factor and low current density), the 
iron loss and PM eddy current loss variations caused by the armature field are 
neglected. So they are assumed to be the same at the discussed current range.  
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Fig. 9-19  Copper loss and total loss at room temperature and 1000 rpm 
 
9.3.5 Torque capability 
To measure the torque capability, the FSPM machine is mechanically coupled 
with the DC machine that is used as variable load by adjusting its armature 
current with constant field current. The torque as function of current is presented 
in Fig. 9-20 and compared with the simulated result. The values from 2D FEM 
simulations, where the end effect is neglected, are slightly higher. 
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Fig. 9-20  Output torque as function of phase current 
9.3.6 Cogging torque and torque ripple 
The machine cogging torque is also measured and shown in Fig. 9-21. The 
display resolution is such that 1 V is equivalent to 2 Nm. The machine has a very 
small cogging torque, less than 0.04 Nm.  
 
 
Fig. 9-21  Measured cogging torque  
Fig. 9-22 presents the measured shaft torque when Iph=2.4 A, as can be seen that 
the toque ripple is almost zero.  
 
Fig. 9-22  Measured torque when Iph=2.4 A 
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9.4 Machine torque and losses at 150 °C 
In this section, the performance of the prototype machine at an ambient 
temperature of 150 °C and 1000 rpm is investigated based on the measured values 
at room temperature by neglecting the variations of the no-load loss and machine 
inductance at different temperatures and currents. The maximum internal 
temperature is assumed to be 200 °C, based on which the torque variation due to 
the temperature coefficient has been taken into account according to (9.1), same 
to the back EMF. The copper loss is calculated from (8.18).  
( )_ 1 ( 20)out out pmT T T kθ θ= + −    (9.1) 
 
Fig. 9-23 and Fig. 9-24 show the torque and machine losses at 200°C and 1000 
rpm, respectively. They are compared with those from room temperature.  
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Fig. 9-23  Torque comparison (1000 rpm) at T=20°C and T=200°C 
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Fig. 9-24  Loss comparison (1000 rpm) at T=20°C and T=200°C 
In order to find out the maximum working current of the machine, at which the 
maximum temperature should not be more than 200°C, the machine temperature 
distribution is also investigated by FEM simulations at various currents. Since it 
is impossible to specify the measured no-load iron loss to the different machine 
parts, the losses given in Table 9-2 from the FEM calculations are employed even 
though they are slightly higher than the measured values. The losses are assumed 
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to be independent of current. The copper loss as function of current at Tθ =200 °C 
is provided in Fig. 9-24. By trying different copper loss it is found that when Iph = 
2.4 A (Pcu_200= 179W), the maximum temperature in the coil is around 200 °C as 
shown in Fig. 9-25. This current value is only 83% of that of the machine with kf 
= 0.6 presented in the previous chapter.  
 
Fig. 9-25 Temperature distribution in the machine with Iph=2.4 A 
 
9.5 Result comparison   
Table 9-3 lists the machine parameters at room temperature from the FEM 
simulations and the prototype measurements together with the predicted results at 
200 °C. 
Table 9-3 Summary of the machine parameters  
Parameter FEM (Tθ =20°C) Measured (Tθ =20°C) Tθ = 200°C 
ωm (rpm) 1000 1000 1000 
g  (mm) 0.65 0.65 0.65 
kf 0.42 0.42 0.42 
Eph  (rms) (V) 288 257 244 
Iph (rms)  (A) 2.4 2.4 2.4 
Ld   (mH) 58 66 66 
Lq    (mH) 70 84 84 
Rs  (Ω) 6.25 6 10.2 
η    % 85.4 84.9 83.7 
Tout  (Nm) 17.9 16.8 16.0 
ξT    (kNm/m3) 10.4 9.8 9.3 
PF 0.78 0.69 0.66 
9.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, a prototype machine is built in the laboratory and tested in room 
temperature. Based on the measured values the machine performance at an 
ambient temperature of 150°C is investigated. The studies show that the prototype 
machine can provide a high torque density of 9.3 kNm/m3, an efficiency of 
83.7%, and a power factor of 0.66 with the maximum internal temperature no 
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more than 200 °C. The machine has a relatively high inductance, which may be a 
benefit for applications where field-weakening is required. However, the high 
inductance results in a relatively low power factor compared to conventional 
RFPM machines. This should be taken into account when designing the control 
system. The machine torque capability and efficiency can be improved by 
increasing the winding factor and decreasing the air gap length.  
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10. Conclusion and future work 
10.1 Conclusion 
The current standard electrical downhole machine is the induction machine which 
has relatively low efficiency. With the development of advanced power electronic 
technologies and applications of high temperature magnets, the PM machine is 
likely to become preferable for downhole applications, in which the outer 
diameters are limited by well sizes and the axial lengths can be relatively long. 
Due to the harsh HPHT condition downhole and the extremely high cost for the 
replacement in a failure situation for offshore applications, the reliability of any 
downhole machine is demanded to be high, while high torque density, high 
efficiency and good controllability are also desired. 
Concerning the demand for highly reliable machines, three types of robust 
machine concepts, IM, PMSM and SRM, are firstly reviewed. It is concluded that 
the PMSM offers the best power density, efficiency and controllability. This 
permits a high power machine with small volume, which is preferable for 
downhole application. Whilst the IM features the best reliability at low production 
cost, but it has inherently lower efficiency and torque density than the PMSM. 
Moreover, a complicated and expensive field-oriented control is required to reach 
high power. The SRM is comparable in power density and efficiency with the IM, 
but inferior in the others.  
The PMSM is classified into RFPM, AFPM and TFPM machines according to the 
flux direction in the air gap. Each of them has many construction variations 
depending on specific applications. In the considered case for downhole 
applications with a speed of 1000 rpm, this thesis has studied the conventional 
RFPM machine, multi-stage AFPM and three-phase TFPM machines in details by 
analytical approach. Their reliability, torque density, efficiency and power factor 
are compared. The presented investigation results show that the RFPM machines 
have a high torque/ power density, high efficiency and reliability, and therefore 
present the best characteristics for downhole applications. The multi-stage AFPM 
machines have a low torque density and low efficiency, and are not suitable for 
the downhole applications. This is mainly due to the relatively large end winding 
existing in each stage and the small radial space confining the active winding 
length. A high-pole TFPM machine may compete with the RFPM machine, but 
its low power factor limits the machine to very low-speed applications (This is 
not studied in this thesis).    
The RFPM machine can be further categorized into rotor-PM and stator-PM 
machines. The former is most popular and has several magnet arrangements. 
Disregarding the different rotor PM arrangements, they can offer the common 
advantage of high torque density and high efficiency, and some of them have 
already been presented for downhole applications. However, the magnets on the 
rotors usually need to be protected from the centrifugal force by employing a 
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retaining sleeve which is made of either stainless steel or non-metallic fiber. This 
degrades the cooling capability and hence limits the power density. The stator-PM 
machine with both windings and PMs located in the stator reduces the problem. 
This thesis has presented the study of three different stator-PM machine 
topologies, DSPM, FRPM and FSPM machines. Among them the FSPM machine 
topology presents the highest torque capability thanks to the bipolar flux variation 
in the phase coils and the flux focusing, whilst the unipolar flux variation in the 
DSPM machine and the limited air-gap flux density by magnet remanence in the 
FRPM machine result in a lower torque density than the FSPM machine. The 
investigations indicate that the FSPM has high reliability, high torque /power 
density, and relatively high efficiency, and therefore presents promising potential 
for downhole applications as an alternative to rotor-PM machine topologies. 
Due to the doubly salient construction, the FSPM machine performance is very 
sensitive to the combination of the stator pole and rotor pole numbers. After 
reviewing various FSPM machine constructions, two FSPM machines, which are 
12/10 and 12/14 pole machines, have been selected for investigation based on 
FEM simulations because both machines have a symmetrically sinusoidal back 
EMF and high torque. In this thesis, the two machines have been investigated 
analytically and the design parameters have also been studied for both machines 
with the same stator and winding arrangement. Two prototype machines were 
built and tested. The research results show the 12/14 machine can provide higher 
torque density with the same copper loss and less torque ripple. 
Typically FSPM machines are often designed with the stator back thickness, 
magnet thickness, stator slot opening, stator tooth width and rotor tooth width 
chosen to be the same as one fourth of the stator pole pitch. This method was 
originally developed for the design of a 12/10 pole machine. Such FSPM 
machines usually have highly saturated stator iron teeth, which is beneficial for 
the 12/10 pole machines to improve their output torques. But for a 12/14 pole 
machine, the high saturation leads to a reduction of the output torque due to the 
high flux leakage between the stator and rotor. In this thesis, a simplified lumped 
parameter magnetic circuit model is newly introduced to analytically design a 
high-torque, three-phase FSPM machine, and a design procedure of how to figure 
out the optimal design parameters is also presented. The designed machine with a 
diameter of 100 mm and axial length of 200 mm is verified by FEM simulations.    
The performance of the designed machine is further investigated in the thesis for 
downhole applications where the ambient temperature is assumed to be 150 °C 
and the maximum temperature in the machine should not be over 200 °C limited 
by both the PM material and winding insulation without external forced cooling. 
To verify the results, a machine prototype was built in the laboratory and tested at 
room temperature. Thereafter, the performance of the prototype machine at high 
ambient temperature has also been predicted. Due to the technical limitation in 
the workshop, the prototype machine has a slightly larger air gap and smaller 
winding factor than the analytically designed one, which causes the degradation 
in the machine performance.  
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The investigations carried out in this thesis show that the reliable 12/14 pole 
FSPM machine can provide a high torque/ power density, relatively high 
efficiency with small torque ripple. However, this machine has a relatively high 
inductance that leads to a lower power factor than conventional RFPM machines.  
In short, the RFPM machines are the best for most downhole applications, 
particularly for high-speed applications. Among them the rotor-PM machine 
topology is a better choice from the efficiency-stand point. While considering 
machine reliability, the FSPM machine is a promising candidate with a slight 
compromise on efficiency and power factor. 
10.2 Future work 
This thesis presents comparisons among different machine prototypes for general 
downhole applications, in which RFPM machines are recommended for downhole 
applications. However, choosing between the conventional rotor-PM machine 
topology and the FSPM machine topology is significantly requirement dependent 
and detailed studies between them are not performed in this thesis. In the future, 
this should be investigated for specific applications where the FSPM machine 
may be beneficial. 
Since there is only steel on the rotor, a FSPM machine has more freedom for the 
rotor design. This may be beneficial for certain downhole applications, which 
should be studied in the future. 
This prototype machine has only been tested in room temperature. The next step 
is to test it at a high temperature environment to verify the predicted results.  
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Appendix A: Calculation of air-gap permeances 
 
A1. Flux distribution  
 
Fig. A-1 General approximation of the flux distribution in the air gap 
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Fig. A-2 Flux distribution approximation between P2 and T1 when Wrt +Ws+Wrt<τr and between P3 
and T2 when Wrt<Wst 
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Fig. A-3 Flux distribution approximation in the air gap between P4 and T3, between P5 and T3 and 
between P6 and T4 
 when τs- τr >Ws/2 
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Appendix B: Symbols and Abbreviations 
Symbols 
a Machine phase 
Am Magnet surface area 
Acu Copper area 
b Machine phase 
BFe Peak flux density in iron part 
Bg Flux density in air gap. 
Bg1 Fundamental flux density in air gap 
Br Magnet remanence 
Bsat Iron saturation flux density 
Bt Average flux density in the top of stator teeth. 
c Machine phase 
cs Ratio of stator tooth to stator pole pitch 
Do Machine outer diameter 
Eph rms value of phase voltage 
fe Electrical frequency 
Fpm Magnet MMF 
Fs Slot MMF 
g Airgap length 
GFe Iron part weight 
hm Magnet thickness 
Hb Back iron width 
Hc Magnet coercivity 
Hs Tooth opening 
Hrb Rotor back iron thickness 
Hsb Stator back iron thickness 
Ht Tooth height 
i Current 
Id d-axis current 
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Iq q-axis current 
Iph rms value of phase current 
J Current density 
kc Carter’s coefficient 
kf Winding fill factor 
kpm  Magnet temperature coefficient 
kt Machine constant 
kσ  Flux leakage factor or fringing factor 
la Machine axial length without back iron of AFPM machines  
lcu Total winding length 
lea Axial length of end winding  
lend End winding length 
lend-RF End winding length of RFPM machines 
lend-NN End winding length of NN-type AFPM machines 
lend-NS End winding length of NS-type AFPM machines 
lm Magnet depth 
lns Total axial length of a NS-type AFPM machine 
lpm Magnet thickness 
L Machine active axial length 
Ld Inductance in d-axis 
Lq Inductance in q-axis 
Ltot Total machine length 
Ls Phase inductance 
m Phase number  
ncoil Number of turns in one coil 
ns Number of turns in one phase 
n Stage number 
Ns Number of turns 
p Pole number 
P Power 
Pcu Copper loss 
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PF Power factor 
PFe Iron loss  
Pg Air-gap permeance 
Pgab Air-gap permeance between stator tooth Pa and rotor tooth Tb 
Pgil Magnet inner air-leakage permeance 
Pgol Magnet outer air-leakage permeance 
Plk Leakage permeance 
Ppm Magnet permeance 
Pr Rotor pole number 
Prb Rotor back permeance  
Prt Rotor tooth permeance 
Ps Stator pole number 
Psb Stator back permeance 
Pst Stator tooth permeance 
q Slots per pole per phase 
Rg Air-gap reluctance  
Rso Radius of stator  
S Electrical loading 
Sin Apparent power  
t Time 
T Torque 
Tθ Temperature 
W Specific loss factor 
Wc co-energy  
Wpm Magnet width 
Wrt Rotor tooth width 
Ws Slot opening 
Wst Stator tooth width  
Wst-total Summary of the total stator tooth width 
αcu Copper temperature coefficient  
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αpm Magnet coverage 
αtooth Tooth width in radian  
λ Ratio of stator outer diameter to inner diameter 
τr Rotor pole pitch 
τs Stator pole pitch 
τslot slot pitch 
ωe Electrical angular speed  
θ Mechanical angle 
θτr Rotor pole pitch in mechanical angle 
ωm Machine synchronous angular speed 
μ0 Permeability of free space 
μpm Magnet relative permeability 
ξT Torque density 
ψd-max Peak flux-linkage at d-axis 
ψq-max Peak flux-linkage at q-axis 
ψpm  Flux linkage from magnet only 
Φd-max Peak flux at d-axis 
Φmax Peak flux value 
Φpm Flux produced by magnet only 
Φq-max peak flux at q-axis 
 
 Abbreviations 
AF Axial flux 
AFPM Axial flux permanent magnet machine 
BHA Bottom-hole assembly 
BLDC Brushless direct current machine 
DOWS Downhole oil/water separation 
DSPM Doubly salient permanent magnet 
EMF Electromotive force 
ESP Electrical submersible pump 
FEM Finite element method 
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FRPM Flux-reversal permanent magnet 
FSPM Flux-switching permanent magnet 
HPHT High pressure and high temperature 
HPU Hydraulic power unit 
IM Induction machine 
MMF Magneto-motive force 
PCP Progressing cavity pump 
PDM Positive displacement motor 
PM Permanent magnet 
PMDC Permanent magnet direct current 
PMSM Permanent magnet synchronous machine 
rms Root mean square 
RF Radial flux 
RFPM Radial flux permanent magnet 
SRM Switched reluctance machine 
SSV Subsurface valve 
TF Transverse flux 
TFPM Transverse flux permanent magnet 
VSD Variable speed drive 
2D Two-dimensions 
3D Three-dimensions 
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